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Most studies state that investing in structured investment products (SIPs) is irrational. This irra-
tionality is due to research findings showing that SIPs favor the issuer and are overpriced. This 
overpricing is especially emphasized in the primary market. According to Grünbichler and Wohl-
wend (2005), capital-protected SIPs are well above their theoretical values at the time of issue. 
Despite regular criticism among academics, the popularity of SIPs has remained relatively strong. 
The thesis comprehensively examines the theory of capital-protected SIPs and attempts to pro-
vide knowledge to see if these products are good alternative investment vehicles. 
 
According to traditional theories, investors do not make mistakes. The best performance is 
achieved by owning a sufficiently diversified portfolio, which leads to the highest return relative 
to the risks. However, numerous anomalies that differ from the market efficiency have been 
identified. The existence of such anomalies is difficult to explain by the efficient market hypoth-
esis (EMH) since it does not respect the limits of rational decision-making. In addition to tradi-
tional theories (e.g., Markowitz, 1952; Fama, 1970), factors related to investor psychology and 
behavior should be considered. The inability of efficient markets to explain the challenges facing 
the investment world has led to the growing importance of behavioral theories. 
 
Capital-protected products fit into the frameworks of behavioral theories, as these products are 
much more effective than many other investment instruments in avoiding downside risk. The 
investing behavior of investors can be explained by the value function of the prospect theory 
developed by Tversky and Kahneman (1979). Based on this non-linear value function, some SIPs 
optimize the subjectively perceived utility of the investor. Therefore, it is possible that human 
psychological preferences—reflecting prospect theory, mental accounting, loss aversion, and 
other investor psychological factors—influence investors' attitudes towards risks and invest-
ments. 
 
The thesis focuses on typical, capital-protected SIPs with a potential return linked to the perfor-
mance of an index. The study investigates the performance of capital-protected SIPs issued and 
expired in Finland during 2010–2019, and compares these products to another form of passive 
investing—index investing. By empirically examining the returns of such products, the quantita-
tive research of the thesis seeks to produce a more comprehensive understanding of the Finnish 
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As reported by Yen and Lai (2014, pp. 2–4), a structured investment product (SIP) is, by 
definition, a combination of two or more instruments whose return is determined based 
on a performance of the underlying asset. The popularity of these products has re-
mained relatively strong despite regular criticism (Grünbichler & Wohlwend, 2005). The 
thesis comprehensively explores the theory of SIPs and attempts to answer the question 
of whether to buy these products or not. 
 
1.1 Structured investment products (SIPs) 
It is essential to be clear about the definition of SIPs. According to Das (2005), SIPs are 
bond-style financial instruments that enable the investor to benefit from favorable mar-
ket developments. SIPs can be customized based on the interest rate, maturity, underly-
ing asset, level of capital protection, and risk level (Yen & Lai, 2014, p. 2–4).  
 
As stated by Das (2005), SIPs are fixed-income investments that allow an investor to in-
vest in underlying assets that may otherwise be too expensive or even impossible to 
reach. SIPs also meet the diverse needs of different types of investors as they can build 
a myriad of different return and risk profiles (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 29).   
 
The term capital protection refers to the capital that is protected and repaid upon ma-
turity of the investment, regardless of the direction in which the value of the underlying 
asset develops. In other words, SIP that is capital-protected provides—at maturity—an 
amount that at least matches a given proportion of the original capital input of the in-
vestor. The part of a SIP that enables different levels of capital protection is an interest-
bearing zero-coupon investment that—on the maturity date—rises to a pre-agreed level 
of capital protection (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 59). Järvinen and Parviainen (2014, 
p. 59) reported that this feature of capital repayment has led to a term of capital protec-
tion, also known as principal-protection. 
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Schroff, Meyer, and Burghof (2015) noted that one typical way to describe the markets 
for SIPs is to divide them into two main categories: long-term and short-term investment 
products. According to Schroff et al. (2015), long-term investments have relatively con-
servative return and risk profiles that are similar to the underlying asset. However, return 
and risk profiles are somewhat more conservative. Furthermore, long term investments 
are typically medium to long-term strategies used by retail investors to implement their 
savings plans. The SIPs—that the thesis focuses on—are long-term investments. These 
products are also a useful way to implement savings plans, as will be discussed later in 
the thesis. 
 
As stated by Schroff et al. (2015), depending on the structure, the long-term SIPs may 
provide investors with the opportunity to benefit from both the ups and downs of the 
market. Short-term products include products designed for short-term trading. They are 
typically more professional, more complex, and more speculative leverage trading strat-
egies (Schroff et al., 2015). 
 
1.2 Research problem and the purpose of the thesis 
The thesis aims to investigate the ability of SIPs with full capital protection—combined 
with an index call option—to perform over time. Passive index investment strategies are 
used in comparisons. To ensure comparability, the performance of these investment 
strategies is compared over the same time period. The SIPs that are used in the thesis 
have the same return and risk profiles in order to determine whether capital-protected 
investment products—with the full capital protection—are acceptable alternative invest-
ment vehicles. 
 
The total return indices (TRIs) of Euro Stoxx 50, OMX Nordic All-Share, and OMX Helsinki 
are used as a form of passive index investing. These TRIs have been selected to proxy 
market returns as the SIPs—used in this study—are allotted into three different portfo-
lios based on the underlying index assets they contain. Based on this, the test hypothesis 
is formed as: 
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H1: The returns on passive index investments differ from the returns on capital-pro-
tected SIPs. 
 
Usually, the research compares passive index investing with active mutual funds or 
hedge funds (Wolley & Bird, 2003; Ezra & Warren, 2010). However, the thesis makes a 
comparison between SIPs and passive index investing. 
 
In addition, the empirical analysis of this thesis examines the performance differences in 
means and medians between the different types of SIP portfolios. It is to be tested 
whether there are statistically significant market-adjusted return differences between 
the Europe and Nordic, Europe and Finland, and Nordic and Finland portfolios. 
 
The comparisons are made for all products in the whole sample as well as for the differ-
ent portfolios by using appropriate equity market indices as market benchmarks. The 
data and methodology chapter explains the use of the two different market-adjusted 
long-run methods—abnormal returns and wealth relatives. The main emphasis is on uti-
lizing different mean and median figures in various ways.  
 
In both market-adjusted methods, the Student's (1908) 𝑡-test is employed to determine 
whether the null hypothesis holds true for all the products as well as for the different 
product portfolios. The hypothesis is also tested with the Wilcoxon's (1945) ranked-sum 
test as well as with the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank test. In the latter, statistical equal-
ity of means and medians between the portfolios has also been tested in order to find a 
possible statistical performance difference between the SIPs of different underlying 





1.3 Limitations and assumptions 
The returns of fully capital-protected SIPs vary remarkably over time. Due to the capital 
protecting properties, the return performance of SIPs varies greatly as a result of the 
general price development of the market. For this reason, the empirical results should 
be interpreted with caution. The empirical section of this study shows that as the market 
rises, fully capital-protected SIPs tend to have considerably lower returns over that time 
period compared to passive index investing. This finding is consistent with other studies 
comparing SIPs to market returns. In contrast, SIPs can become reasonably good invest-
ment choices, for example, in the situation of crisis. 
 
Academics have not widely examined SIPs and their performance, and the part of the 
methodology is still under development. Unfortunately, the limitation of the empirical 
part of the thesis is a small number of SIPs and the uneven distribution of product issues 
during the observation period. This is due to the challenging data availability, and the 
fact that during low interest rates, the issuance of capital-protected SIPs has decreased 
significantly (FSPA, 2015, 2018).  
 
The extent and comparability of the data are critical concerns in the thesis. The gathering 
of the information was complicated, as it is often not in the interest of the bank to dis-
close such information. For example, cost information—such as hedging costs and issu-
ance costs—of issuers is not available from any bank in Finland. Therefore, most of the 
requested data was not provided due to the grounds of data secrecy and scarcity. 
 
However, data scarcity is not necessarily a bad factor. Due to the limited amount of data 
and research on SIPs, a relatively high contribution might be achieved. The thesis aims 
to contribute by examining something that has not been studied before. The quantitative 
research seeks to provide new information about the Finnish markets of SIPs.  
 
In addition, other limitations have emerged due to the globally poor availability of the 
data. This study is limited to a small number of SIPs issued in the Finnish market. The 
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underlying assets of these products are indices that track the stocks of European com-
panies. For this reason, conclusions can only be drawn in terms of capital-protected Eu-
ropean index-linked SIPs issued in Finland. Assumptions regarding the market portfolio 
have also been made by selecting specific TRIs to proxy stock market returns. 
 
Because of the small sample size, the product portfolios of the thesis are unfortunately 
very thin. Due to this thinness, all research results should be viewed with caution. 
Smaller sample sizes typically have more substantial sampling errors, as a smaller sample 
may coincidentally deviate significantly from the population (Figlewski & Chidambaram, 
1993; Poon & Granger, 2003). According to Figlewski and Chidambaram (1993), the sta-
tistical properties of the sample mean makes the estimation of the true mean quite in-
accurate, especially for small samples. Also, data availability proved to be a major issue, 
as data related to SIPs is hardly available to the public. Only one bank in Finland agreed 
to provide usable data for the thesis. However, the empirical results of the thesis have 
been economically and statistically highly significant, which provides a reliable basis for 
rejection of the null hypothesis. 
 
The total age of the SIPs in the test sample has varied slightly between 1839 and 1877 
days. This disparity between the number of days causes little unreliability. Despite the 
variations, the SIPs—used in the thesis—are said to be five-year products. 
 
One potential concern of the market-adjusted methodology of the study is that the re-
turn time periods of individual SIPs may overlap. Hence, the independence assumption 
in the mean and median tests may not hold entirely. This issue may cause some distor-
tions in statistical significance. At the end of the thesis, a proposal for further research—
that tackles this potential problem—is presented. 
 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
The thesis consists of both the theoretical and the empirical part. The theoretical part 
introduces a literature review that examines previous research on SIPs. The whole 
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theoretical part aims to present the most important papers and to develop a coherent 
understanding of the topic and related concepts that will be used later in the study. The 
theories of building blocks for traditional capital-protected SIP are also explained. This 
explanation covers the basic and necessary concepts of bonds and the most critical parts 
of the option theory. This approach allows the reader to understand all the components 
of capital-protected SIPs. Theories related to passive index investing are also briefly de-
scribed.  
 
The rest of the theoretical part is structured as follows. After the sub-components of SIPs 
have been explained, the thesis moves on to put these theories together. In this manner, 
it is possible for the reader to logically and comprehensively understand the theory of 
SIPs as well as the essential concepts related to capital-protected investing.  
 
The theoretical part ends with a section on behavioral finance and how it is linked to 
SIPs. Behavioral theories are another exciting frame of reference when investigating 
whether investors want to invest in capital-protected SIPs or other alternative invest-
ment instruments. Appropriate behavioral theories are briefly presented, but the results 
of previous studies are used as a guideline, as the purpose of this thesis is not to con-
tribute to behavioral economics. 
 
The empirical part of the thesis begins with a presentation of methodology and data. 
The slightly unusual data collection process is also briefly described. The aforementioned 
data and methodology are then utilized, and the results are thereinafter used when ex-
amining empirical findings. Finally, the thesis concludes with a part based on the findings 
of empirical evidence. Discussions of contributions as well as future research directions 
are also provided. 
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2 Literature review                                                                                                                                     
This thesis is motivated by the fact that despite the decades-long existence of SIPs, the 
performance of these products has not yet been extensively studied. The aim of the the-
sis is to fill in an area of knowledge by providing new information about the Finnish SIPs. 
The analysis is also motivated by the author's own desire to understand the complexity 
of these products, and by the prior literature, which indicates that the SIPs are under-
performing the market index in the long run. 
 
The literature review is dedicated to describing the previous primary studies in the field 
of the thesis. The chapter is divided into two parts, and it aims to describe the most 
important papers and form a better understanding of the topic. In the first part, the lit-
erature on SIPs is comprehensively presented. In the second sub-chapter, previous re-
search related to passive index investing is discussed. 
 
2.1 SIPs 
A few studies that have researched the return performance SIPs have been mostly neg-
ative. Criticism towards SIPs has been aroused in researchers by the research evidence 
that shows that the prices of SIPs—issued in many different countries—are way above 
their theoretical values at the time of issue. According to Grünbichler and Wohlwend 
(2005), this overpricing is also observed in capital-protected SIPs. 
 
Despite regular criticism, the popularity of SIPs has remained relatively strong. According 
to research, this phenomenon is not explained by traditional rational theories of behav-
ior. Numerous anomalies have been found that differ from market efficiency. The exist-
ence of such anomalies is difficult to explain by traditional theories, such as the efficient 
market hypothesis (EMH), as it does not take into account the limits of rational decision-
making. For this reason, when examining the popularity of capital-protected SIPs, it is 




Deng, Dulaney, Husson, McCann, and Yan (2015) noted that SIPs were one of the major 
causes of the financial crisis of 2008. In the late summer of 2008, the financial markets 
suffered significant losses, and the issuance of SIPs fell substantially during the turmoil 
(Deng et al., 2015). At that time, the concept of capital protection lost much of its cred-
ibility as Lehman Brothers issuer risk materialized on September 15, 2008, with the larg-
est bankruptcy filling in U.S. history (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 49). According to 
Järvinen and Parviainen (2014, p. 50), investors—in capital-protected SIPs issued or guar-
anteed by Lehman Brothers—received only a fraction of their invested capital, as the 
repayments of capital for different types of bondholders was only eight per cent. 
 
In their research paper, Deng et al. (2015) analyze the returns of SIPs on a large scale. 
Taking into account the statistical data, the researchers surmise that, when compared to 
different asset classes, the returns of SIPs are, on average, worse than those of alterna-
tive allocations—such as equities and bonds. Research evidence shows that investing in 
broad equity portfolios offers a higher return than SIPs on average. According to Deng et 
al. (2015), investors should avoid SIPs targeted at retail investors due to the high fees 
involved. By investing in these products, investors have earned returns that are well cor-
related but significantly lower than in more straightforward, more liquid instruments, 
such as equities. 
 
SIPs have received much criticism. Wohlwend, Burth and Kraus (2001), Wohlwend and 
Grünbichler (2003), Grünbichler and Wohlwend (2005), Stoimenov and Wilkens (2005), 
Szymanowska, Horst and Veld (2009), Das and Statman (2013), and Abreu and Mendes 
(2018) reported that most SIPs tend to be overpriced and favored by the issuer. This 
overpricing can be seen in a study by Hens and Rieger (2008), which states that the most 
popular listed SIPs are overpriced enough that their expected returns are lower than the 
risk-free interest rate.  
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Jørgensen, Nørholm ja Skovmand (2011) examined the cost structure and price effi-
ciency of the retail market for capital-protected SIPs. Researchers sum up the present 
value (PV) of the capital-protection component (bond) and use an extension of the 
Black–Scholes–Merton option pricing model (BSM) to resolve the price of the yield com-
ponent (option) in the SIP. They note that capital-protected SIPs are overpriced by 6 per 
cent on average and that the issuers fails to report nearly half of the overpricing at the 
time of issue. These hidden costs have not decreased over time, although the degree of 
overpricing has declined.  
 
Many studies also state that SIPs have no place in Markowitz's (1952) efficient portfolios 
(Das & Statman, 2013). A study by Das and Statman (2013) concludes very straightfor-
wardly that options and SIPs cannot be part of optimally efficient mean-variance portfo-
lios (see Markowitz, 1952). The researchers substantiate the claim quite extensively, also 
relying on previous studies on significant overpricing of SIPs.  
 
The research paper of Entrop, McKenzie, Wilkens & Winkler (2014), about the portfolio 
holdings and trading of 10,652 small investors, was the first to measure the risk-adjusted 
performance of SIPs. The study found that, on average, negative alphas are realized in 
these products. In other words, the risk-adjusted return above the systemic beta risk of 
SIPs is likely to be negative. Furthermore, the research results remain in line even when 
the transaction costs are not taken into account. The performance of SIPs has thus been 
weaker than in the market as a whole. This poor performance relative to the market 
index is further weakened as the structure of the products becomes more complicated. 
The research results of Entrop et al. (2014) also show that investors make rather poor 
decisions when deciding on the underlying assets of their investment products them-
selves. These poor decisions have a depressing effect on the return performance of the 
investment portfolio, dropping it further away from the market returns. 
 
In their study, Grünbichler and Wohlwend (2005) conducted a value analysis of 192 SIPs 
in both the primary and secondary markets. The researchers note that the value of the 
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SIPs is, on average, unfavorable to the investor at the time of the issue. Immediately after 
the issue, the prices of the products become remarkably high compared to the EUREX 
options. This time-dependent valuation model is explained by the issuer's efforts to take 
advantage of its position and maximize profits. The reasons for market inefficiencies are 
proposed as information asymmetry and short selling restrictions that deviate from the 
assumptions of traditional financial theories. 
 
The statistics also show that the extend of misvaluation is appreciably more significant 
in the primary than in the secondary market. Grünbichler and Wohlwend (2005) note 
that the valuation in the secondary market significantly depends on time. Furthermore, 
the overpricing also takes place in the secondary market and is advantageous to the is-
suing institutions, but not as strongly as in the primary market.  
 
Schroff et al. (2015) analyzed the impact of information demand from private investors 
on the trading volume of the issued SIPs. Information demand refers to the need for up-
to-date, accurate, and integrated as well as ever-changing information to support spe-
cific activities at a given time. Typically, the demand for share-based information posi-
tively predicts speculative trading activity. However, studies by Schroff et al. (2015) show 
that for SIPs, the demand for information does not affect upward pressure on prices. 
Instead, interestingly, research has shown that the provision of information has had a 
negative effect on price pressures. Overall, information efficiency is rather weak in the 
retail market for SIPs. 
 
In their research paper, Stoimenov and Wilkens (2005) focused on the pricing of equity-
linked SIPs, comparing product prices to their theoretical values—calculated from EUREX 
options. The research findings are consistent with other studies, such as Grünbichler and 
Wohlwend (2005), as the existence of large implicit premiums was observed in the pri-
mary market. It was also noted that the tenor of the product is a vital pricing parameter 
in the secondary market. This research paper, like other studies, concludes that equity-
linked SIPs are priced above their theoretical values on average. Compared to more 
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traditional and more straightforward SIPs—such as fully capital-protected SIPs used in 
this thesis—complex products are associated with even higher premiums. An example 
of such a high-premium product is an Autocallable. This type of SIP is briefly described 
in chapter four. From the findings of Stoimenov & Wilkens (2005), it can be concluded 
that the degree of overpricing is determined at least partly by the issuer's hedging costs. 
However, in the secondary market, these surcharges decrease as maturity approaches. 
 
According to Järvinen and Parviainen (2014, pp. 15–16), another common criticism of 
SIPs is that their costs are too high. Theories-based models argue that investors should 
create their own capital-protected products by using a combination of different instru-
ments (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, pp. 15–16). Theoretically, an investor could build a 
capital-protected product, but taking into account market constraints, trading costs, and 
other deviations from the efficient market assumptions (see Fama, 1970), buying a cap-
ital-protected SIP from a safe issuer can be a significantly cheaper and a time-saving in-
vestment strategy (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, pp. 15–16). 
 
2.1.2 Popularity 
Despite widespread criticism, the popularity of SIPs has remained relatively strong 
(Grünbichler & Wohlwend, 2005). In the 2000s, capital-protected products have become 
a natural part of the portfolios of both institutional and retail investors (Grünbichler & 
Wohlwend, 2005; Jessen & Jørgensen, 2012; Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 13). 
 
The total market capitalization for SIPs was approximately EUR 365 billion in 2007 (Jä-
rvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 29). According to Hens and Rieger (2008), in 2007, SIPs 
represented more than seven per cent of the total market capitalization in Switzerland 
and almost the same percentage in Germany. The researchers also noted that SIPs are 
even more popular in Europe than in the U.S. 
 
In Finland, the market for SIPs has experienced solid growth until the end of the first 
decade of the 21st century, but sales volumes have not increased since then (Järvinen & 
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Parviainen 2014, 13). In particular, the amount of capital-protected investments has de-
creased significantly. This decrease is due to the low and partly negative interest rates, 
which effectively prevents or complicates the formation of the capital protection com-
ponent (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 13). According to Finnish Structured Products 
Association (FSPA, 2015, 2018), partly capital-protected products are the most important 
product group. The relative focus has thus shifted towards more tailor-made and riskier 
SIPs with higher expected returns (FSPA, 2015, 2018). 
 
2.1.3 Why do investors buy SIPs? 
In their study, Jessen and Jørgensen (2012) provide explanations for the interest of retail 
investors in SIPs. The analysis is limited to index-linked capital protected SIPs, which also 
play a crucial role in this thesis. The study of Jessen and Jørgensen (2012) suggests that 
investors should include SIPs in their investment portfolios only if they would not other-
wise be able to participate in the markets of the underlying asset, which is used as the 
yield component of the SIP. In addition, access to the underlying asset must provide a 
significant diversification benefit to cover relatively high costs. 
 
According to Schroff et al. (2015), SIPs provide access to complex option and futures 
positions, without the need to enter those markets directly. Direct investment in the 
market—if even possible—is disadvantageous for most retail investors due to high com-
mission and transaction costs. According to Stoimenov and Wilkens (2005), SIPs also of-
fer many opportunities that are useful for the investor. One of these opportunities is the 
possibility, as mentioned above, to invest in exotic derivatives that may not be listed on 
derivative exchanges. The ability to take a short position in an option with an exception-
ally long maturity is also seen as a factor that increases the value for the investor.  
 
According to Schroff et al. (2015), one possible and reasonable explanation for the high 
premiums can also be sought from the total issuing costs incurred by the issuer. In addi-
tion to hedging, costs also arise from issuing zero-coupon bonds (ZCB) and providing a 
liquid market. The latter is often the responsibility of the issuer. According to the 
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researchers, due to cost reasons, the profitability of the SIPs for the issuer cannot be 
assessed without additional information on hedging costs and other bank-specific costs. 
 
According to Schroff et al. (2015), the market for SIPs offers an advantageous way to 
expand the size of the available capital markets. In this way, a diversification benefit can 
be achieved. The thoughts are shared by Abreu and Mandes (2018), who have examined 
the actual behavior of retail investors and produced evidence consistent with the view 
that SIPs offer higher value to some retail investors than alternative investment products. 
SIPs allow investors to benefit from positive price developments through different asset 
classes and markets that they would not have access to through other—more tradi-
tional—investment vehicles. According to the researchers, tax-based reasons and lower 
transaction costs may also have an effect. 
 
Hens and Rieger (2008) found no basis for the popularity of capital-protected SIPs. They 
concluded that there is no evidence that the classic expected utility theorem (Von Neu-
mann–Morgenstern) could explain the popularity of SIPs. According to Abreu and 
Mendes (2018), SIPs are one of the most prominent trends in the field of financial inno-
vation. As their research implies, the popularity of SIPs among investors is difficult to 
explain with traditional theories based on a standardized theory of rational choice. This 
is because the studies of Abreu and Mendes (2018) found significant overpricing as well 
as selling at high premiums. Järvinen and Parviainen (2014, p. 22) also stated that criti-
cism of SIPs does not take into account the behavioral economics perspective and the 
behavioral theory of investor psychology. Criticism of SIPs is often based on traditional 
views, such as assumptions about market efficiency (Das & Statman, 2013).  
 
According to the doctrine based on theoretical market efficiency developed by Fama 
(1970), rational investors only invest in a cost-efficient manner, achieving the best possi-
ble returns in the long run (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, 22). This irrationality—and the 
inability of efficient markets to provide answers to the challenges of the investment 
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world—can be sought from behavioral economics where investors systematically make 
mistakes, and their rationality is limited (Ritter, 2003). 
 
As stated by Hyytinen and Maliranta (2015), limited rationality can be used to describe 
the decision-making process of investors in situations where, despite their rational ef-
forts, they cannot find optimal alternatives. Even if all the necessary information for the 
decision-making process is available, the decision-maker may not have the capacity to 
process this information to find the optimal choice (Hyytinen & Maliranta 2015). In ad-
dition, differing preferences of investors violate the assumptions of the theory of ex-
pected value (Shefrin, 2005, p. 449). 
 
According to Shiller (1979), behavior deviating from the rationality of investors can be 
explained mainly with behavioral economics. The paradigms of this discipline can be 
used to argue that a large number of investors behave in a way called bounded rational-
ity. They are also prone to many heuristics that guide investors to less optimal invest-
ment decisions from the perspective of traditional financial theories. The research paper 
by Das and Statman (2013), which makes a comparison between modern portfolio theory 
(MPT) and theories of behavioral theories, agrees with Shiller (1979). In conclusion, SIPs 
are suitable for certain types of objectives for certain types of investors. 
 
The studies by Abreu and Mendes (2018) provide behavioral biases of investors to ex-
plain the popularity of SIPs. Examples of such bias are overconfidence, gambler's fallacy, 
and loss aversion. According to Shefrin and Statman (1994), investors fall into two com-
mon mistakes. Either they prioritize recent observations and do not attach importance 
to prior information, or they are guilty of gambler's fallacy and believe that recent events 
are appropriate predictions of long-term probabilities. These biases are likely to distort 
prices and increase volatility while reducing market efficiency.  
 
Entrop et al. (2014) argue that investors in SIPs are also prone to irrational behavior 
called the disposition effect. The effect means that investors sell their investments as 
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their value rises, but hold their positions as the value of their investments falls. Overall, 
it is easy to see that private investors, in particular, may need some form of protection 
to avoid capital losses. Such protection is provided, inter alia, by capital-protected prod-
ucts analyzed in the thesis. 
 
According to prospect theory developed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979), the majority 
of investors prefer safer investment strategies as a better option. As stated by Kahneman 
and Tversky (1979), impairment in the value of investment causes significantly more 
harm for investors on average than a profit of the same magnitude causes benefit. In 
other words, the pain of losing seems to be more significant than the satisfaction of an 
equivalent gain. Therefore, a prudent investor may emphasize capital-protected prod-
ucts and thus increase the personal value or benefit from the perspective of prospect 
theory. As a result, it can be concluded that most investors belong to the group of people 
who experience investment losses and gains asymmetrically in their utility function. Cap-
ital-protected investments fit such an investment profile, where the utility function is 
non-linear (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014). 
 
According to the analysis by Vandenbroucke (2015), the existence and popularity of SIPs 
can similarly be explained based on prospect theory and its parameters (see Kahneman 
& Tversky, 1979). From a behavioral point of view, the research paper describes inves-
tors' interest in relatively expensive capital-protected SIPs. According to Vanden-
broucken (2015), a prudent investor emphasizes capital-protected products in his invest-
ment portfolio, thus increasing the benefits he experiences from the perspective of pro-
spect theory. The study found that investors keep SIPs in their optimized portfolios if 
they have sufficiently large biases.  
 
The ability of investors to assess probabilities also proved to be a decisive factor, as Van-
denbroucke (2015) found that SIPs are included in optimized portfolios only if less prob-
able events are significantly overweighted in the minds of investors. This research result 
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is in line with prospect theory and other studies on the same subject, which emphasize 
the role of probability weighting as an explanatory factor for the demand for SIPs. 
 
Das and Statman (2013) argue that investors can use SIPs to improve the allocation of 
their investment portfolios if they suffer from mental accounting. According to Thaler 
(1999), mental accounting is a concept in the field of behavioral economics that refers 
to the different values investors place on money, based on subjective criteria. Investors 
classify their investments into different mental-level budget accounts, and exceeding the 
budget in one account does not affect the use of investment funds of other accounts. By 
combining mental accounting with the frame of reference of prospect theory, it can be 
said that the investor determines a gain or loss of an investment using a reference point 
that is set separately for each budget account according to mental accounting. 
 
Thus, the investment portfolio of an investor may consist of smaller mental accounts or 
budget units, each related to a specific objective. These goals can be, for example, re-
lated to retirement income, education, or will. Through these goals, investors optimize 
each mental account individually, looking for suitable investment targets for the specific 
objectives and an allocation that maximizes the expected return for each account sepa-
rately.  
 
A brief example might clarify this concept. If investors are highly risk-averse due to the 
need to secure their retirement income or inheritance but are still interested in possible 
favorable market developments, it may be optimal for them to invest in capital-protected 
SIPs. The effectively limited risk and virtually limitless return potential of the product in 
question can be both an attractive and—according to the behavioral framework—opti-
mal investment option. From the investors' point of view, the optimality of the invest-
ment option is determined by the nonlinear utility function of the prospect theory. This 
utility function will be presented in the later stages of the thesis. 
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2.2 Passive investing 
It is a well-known fact that passive investing—such as index investing—has been studied 
widely. There is a continuous debate going on between passive and active investing. In 
many cases, the research has been related to the juxtaposition of active and passive in-
vesting, and there have been views among famous researchers on both sides. (Ezra & 
Warren, 2010).  
 
Arguments in favor of passive investing tend to be related to the claim that it is impossi-
ble or difficult to beat the market index, even when fees and transaction costs are not 
taken into account as a factor in the performance of active investing. When it comes to 
the superiority of passive investing, references are usually made to three studies that 
have been done by the famous researchers: Treynor (1965), Sharpe (1966), and Jensen 
(1968). The early work of these pioneers set the model for risk-adjusted performance 
measures that are still widely used today. 
 
One of the first papers related to risk-adjusted returns was the study conducted by Trey-
nor (1965). His model was based on the previously developed Capital Asset Pricing 
Model (CAPM). The model has some drawbacks, but it is also an effective way to meas-
ure the risk-adjusted returns of the fund. A study based on the data of 20 funds between 
years 1953 and 1962 showed that—in terms of returns—funds have, on average, per-
formed worse than the market portfolio. 
 
According to the research findings of Sharpe (1966), from the sample of 34 active mutual 
funds, 11 performed better than the market index between the years 1954 and 1964. 
This paper was the study in which Sharpe introduced the reward-to-variability ratio for 
the first time. This ratio was later called the Sharpe ratio, and it was a new way of meas-
uring risk-adjusted returns. 
 
Jensen (1968) was the last of the three pioneers to publish his famous study on the sub-
ject. Unlike the previous two studies, Jensen conducted a more comprehensive study 
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consisting of 115 equity funds between the years 1945 and 1964. He studied the efficient 
market hypothesis (EMH) and wanted to know if active mutual fund managers could 
outperform the market. In order to do that, Jensen had to develop a new measure based 
on the CAPM. This figure was called alpha, and it measured the excess returns earned 
by the portfolio. Simply put, if the excess return equals to the CAPM, the alpha equals to 
zero (see Formula 2). In contrast, if the excess returns on the portfolio are higher than 
the CAPM implies, the alpha is positive. The formulas for CAPM (1) and alpha (2)  are 
presented below.  
 
𝐸𝑅 = 𝑅 + 𝛽 (𝐸𝑅 − 𝑅 ),         (1) 
 
and 
𝛼 = 𝐸𝑅 − (𝑅 + 𝛽 (𝐸𝑅 − 𝑅 ),            (2) 
 
where 
𝐸𝑅 = expected return of the portfolio 
𝑅 = risk-free rate 
𝛽 = beta of the portfolio (computed by regressing the portfolio returns against the 
market returns) 
𝐸𝑅 − 𝑅  = market risk premium. 
 
Jensen (1968) showed that, on average, active mutual funds have failed to beat the buy-
and-hold market portfolios. As previously noted, Jensen (1968) also argues that mutual 
fund managers have not even managed to cover the brokerage fees charged for their 
activities. More specifically, funds of those managers were not able to outperform the 
market-adjusted returns of the CAPM, not even before the deduction of the costs. 
 
Wolley and Bird (2003) concluded that because the performance of active mutual fund 
managers is often measured relative to market benchmarks, a situation arises in which 
money increasingly flows from active to passive investments. According to Wolley and 
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Bird (2003), this effect has made the returns of active mutual funds less volatile and 
easier to predict. Net returns of the active mutual funds have also increased due to the 
deducted costs. 
 
According to Woolley and Bird (2003), passive index investing also has other interesting 
effects. It is generally agreed that stocks that are included in a stock index become, on 
average, more liquid than the stocks that are not there. This higher liquidity leads to an 
increased investor interest towards the stocks in an index. According to researchers, a 
stock that is included also enjoys easier access to the capital market at a lower price. As 
a chain reaction, it can be seen how index companies may make less efficient investment 
choices as a result, which in turn leads to lowered returns. This phenomenon is called—
according to Woolley and Bird (2003)—the cost of passive investing. 
 
However, it is essential to emphasize that the authors of more recent studies have pro-
posed that there is some evidence of the benefits of active investing as well. A paper by 
Grinblatt and Titman (1993) finds that between the years 1975 and 1984, growth funds 
and active growth funds managed to provide abnormal returns compared to the market 
portfolio. Interestingly, according to researchers, some managers consistently managed 
to beat their benchmarks and thus better justify higher fees compared to passive invest-
ing. 
 
In their study on the characteristics of fund managers, Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman, and 
Wermers (1997) came to the conclusion that while managers are able to show some skill 
in stock picking, they seem to lack the ability to time their investment choices. In addition, 
the authors state that measures of timing and selectivity, taken together, constitute the 
hypothetical return of a fund and that the performance based on these measures is sta-
tistically significant.  
 
Moreover, according to the study, while fund managers have been successful in generat-
ing abnormal excess returns, this difference in returns compared to passive investing is 
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no longer statistically significant after deducting the costs and fees. The final conclusion 
of the study by Daniel et al. (1997) is that between the years 1975 and 1984, the abnor-
mal returns provided by fund managers were mainly due to the use of widely known 
investment strategies such as momentum. 
 
Some studies have sought to explain the popularity of active investing by arguing that it 
is not only the returns and fees that matter but psychology too. According to French 
(2008), behavioral theories can explain investor interest in active investing. He notes that 
the overconfidence bias causes them more likely to ignore or not to believe in the fact 
that, on average, an investor loses in a negative-sum game. Furthermore, several papers 
suggest that overconfidence leads to an increased willingness to pay higher fees and, in 
general, invest more actively (Odean, 1998; Barber and Odean, 2001; Statman, Thorley, 
and Vorkink, 2006). 
 
French (2008) states that people may not understand well enough the investment deci-
sions they plan or make, and thus may not be able to fully take into account all the costs 
that may be associated with investing. One interesting point made by French (2008) is 
also that the continuous marketing of active trading confuses less sophisticated investors. 
Statman (2004) also concludes that some investors are looking for a certain kind of emo-
tional pleasure associated with the occasional outperformance of the fund. Considering 
this finding, it can be surmised that investors may be willing to sacrifice part of the ex-
pected returns in search of these positive feelings. Finally, French (2008) also states that 
it is possible to be superior among investors and thus be able to make investing suffi-
ciently profitable, but this simply does not explain the actions of the average investor. 
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3 Bonds and options 
This chapter aims to build a coherent and comprehensive understanding of the building 
blocks of traditional capital-protected SIP by presenting the basic and essential concepts 
of bonds and options. After this explanation, the reader will be able to quickly under-
stand the following Chapter 4 about the structure and risks of SIPs. 
 
3.1 Bonds 
The legal form of capital-protected SIPs is typically a bond. In a bond, the issuer (the 
debtor) undertakes—in accordance with the agreed terms—to pay a pre-agreed fixed 
return to the investor (the creditor or holder) and to repay the notional principal amount 
following a specific schedule and terms. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 59.) In the case 
of SIPs, capital protection is built with zero-coupon fixed-income investment. It is a non-
interest-bearing investment with a face value (FV) repaid on the maturity date. (Järvinen 
& Parviainen 2014, p. 139.) This chapter briefly introduces the theory of bonds, risks, 
and credit ratings, as well as the operations of bond markets. 
 
3.1.1 Characteristics 
The bonds are divided into several different types, and their issues are made available 
to the general public. The issuer may be, for example, a financial or insurance institution, 
state, municipality, or company. The issuer issues a bond for the purpose of raising funds 
from investors by promising a payment or multiple payments in the future.  
 
A bond is a marketable fixed interest debt instrument that is often issued at FV. The cou-
pon is typically paid on the FV with the payment interval, which varies from loan to loan. 
The bond may also be without coupons, but then it will be issued below its FV. The main 
components of the bond are presented in Table 1. (Bodie, Kane & Marcus 2014, p. 34, p. 
444; Berk, DeMarzo & Harford, 2015, p. 184.) 
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The price the investor pays for a bond depends on the present value (PV) of future cash 
flows (CFs). In other words, future coupons and principal are discounted to the present. 
The calculation of PV is affected by interest rates and maturity. (Bodie et al., 2014, p. 
446.) According to Berkin and DeMarzo (2015, pp. 186–187), the simplest type of bond 
is a zero-coupon bond (ZCB) that, as its name implies, does not pay any interest during 
its lifetime. A ZCB trades at a deep discount below its FV, generating a profit at maturity 
date when the bond is redeemed for its full FV. The return of a ZCB simply consists of the 
yield to maturity (YTM), which is the difference between the FV and the issue price. 
(Brealey, Myers & Allen, 2014, 607; Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, 259; Hull, 2015, 241-
242l.) The PV of a ZCB can be calculated using formula 3. 
 
    𝑃𝑉 =  
( )
,       (3) 
 
where 
𝑃𝑉 = present value 
𝐹𝑉 = face value 
𝑛 = number of periods 
𝑌𝑇𝑀 = yield to maturity. (Bodie et al., 2014.) 
 
Therefore, the total return or YTM anticipated on a ZCB—if it is held until maturity—can 
be solved as follows: 
           
Bond certificate terms, issuer, ownership, dates, coupon rate, payments. 
Coupon interest paid by the issuer in proportion to the bonds FV. 
Maturity date redemption date, the date of repayment. 
Face value (FV) amount to be paid back to the investor at maturity. 




− 1.      (4) 
 
The discount rate includes an additional premium that reflects the risk of the bond. Such 
risks include liquidity, inflation, interest rate, currency, and issuer risk. The most signifi-
cant of these is considered to be the issuer risk, which is related to the issuers' ability to 
repay. The value of a bond can be computed simply by discounting the expected CFs with 
an appropriate discount rate. Thus, the value of a bond is obtained by adding together 
the PV of coupons and FV of the bond.  
 




,      (5) 
 
where 
𝑇 = maturity date 
𝐶 = coupon rate 
𝑟 = discount rate. (Bodie et al., 2014.) 
 
It can be seen from Formula 5 and Figure 1 that there is a negative relationship between 
the discount rate and the value of a bond. As the discount rate increases, the value of 









Figure 1. Inverse relationship between the discount rate and the bond value. (Bodie et 
al., 2014, pp. 454–455). 
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The payment of each coupon is discounted based on its payment date. Assuming that 
the coupon rates are the same throughout the lifetime of a bond, the value can be cal-
culated using the following formula. (Bodie et al., 2014.) 
 
  𝑃𝑉 = 𝐶 𝑥 1 − 
( )
+ 𝐹𝑉 𝑥 
( )
.    (6) 
 
Due to the time value of money, the value of a ZCB increases as it matures. In other 
words, over time, the value of the bond approaches its FV. For this reason, a ZCB must 
be sold at its FV on the maturity date. (Bodie et al., 2014, pp. 466–467.) Figure 2 illus-
trates how the price of a ZCB rises exponentially when approaching maturity. In the fig-
ure, there is a 30-year bond with a yield of 10% and a notional value of EUR 10,000. The 
PV of this ZCB equals to EUR 573.09 (see Equation 3). 
 
 
3.1.3 Bond rating system 
There is always some risk associated with future CFs, for the most part, due to the issuer 
risk mentioned earlier in this study. This risk is primarily measured by Standard & Poor's, 
Moody's, and Fitch, which are major international credit rating agencies. In terms of the 
bond market, the role of the credit rating agencies is vital. These agencies predict the 



















Figure 2. Relationship between the maturity and the value of a ZCB (Bodie et al., 2014,
466–467). 
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If an entity has a high credit rating, the risk of its insolvency is shallow in the coming 
years. This trust in easy repayment leads to the entity's ability to borrow money from 
the market at a relatively low price. (Bessembinder & Maxwell, 2008; Bodie et al., 2014.) 




















The three major credit rating agencies report their credit ratings using symbols of credit-
worthiness. At Moody's, the highest creditworthiness supported by many factors is 
marked by the symbols Aaa, and the given ratings are always between Aaa and D. Simi-
larly, S&P and Fitch mark their best ratings with AAA, and ratings range from AAA to D. 
To be considered as investment grade, the company must be rated at least BBB. Compa-
nies rated BB or lower are considered as a speculative grade. As the letter implies, D 
stands for default. Moody's refines its credit rating scale by assigning the numbers 1, 2, 
S & P Moody's Fitch 
AAA Aaa AAA 
AA+ Aa1 AA+ 
AA Aa2 AA 
AA- Aa3 AA- 
A+ A1 A+ 
A A2 A 
A- A3 A- 
BBB+ Baa1 BBB+ 
BBB Baa2 BBB 
BBB- Baa3 BBB- 
BB+ Ba1 BB+ 
BB Ba2 BB 
BB- Ba3 BB- 
B+ B1 B+ 
B B2 B 
B- B3 B- 
CC+ Caa1 CC+ 
CCC Caa2 CCC 
CCC- Caa3 CCC- 
CC Ca CC 
C C C 
D D D 
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or 3 after the letter symbols. S&P and Fitch, in turn, use plus and minus signs. (Hull, 
Predescu & White 2004; de Haan & Amtembrink 2011.) The credit symbols of the three 
major credit rating agencies are presented in Table 2. 
 
3.1.4 Zero rates 
According to Hull (2015), the rate of interest generated by an investment that starts to-
day and lasts for 𝑛 years is called the 𝑛-year zero-coupon interest, the 𝑛-year spot rate, 
the 𝑛-year zero rate, or 𝑛-year zero. In this case, the principal and all the interest are 
paid to the bondholder at the end of 𝑛 years. Assuming a five-year zero-coupon interest 
rate of 5% per annum, it can be computed that EUR 100.00 invested today for five years 
increases to  
 
EUR 100.00 ∗ 1.05 = EUR 127.63, 
 
or with continuous compounding to 
 
EUR 100.00 ∗ 𝑒 . = EUR 128.40. 
 
As previously noted, a coupon interest is typically paid on the FV of a bond with a pre-
agreed payment interval. For this reason, most of the interest rates on the market are 
not so-called zero-coupon rates. By assuming a five-year government bond with a cou-
pon rate of 5%, it can be explained how the price of a bond does not determine the five-
year Treasury zero-coupon rate. This is because, as aftermentioned, a part of the return 
on the bond is realized in the form of coupon payments before the maturity date. 
 
When structuring a fully capital-protected SIP, a large portion of invested capital is in-
vested in ZCB. This investment provides full protection for invested initial capital, as the 
value of the ZCB rises—on the maturity date— to a pre-agreed 100%-level of capital pro-
tection. As Järvinen and Parviainen (2014, p. 59) noted, this feature of repayment has 
led to a term of capital protection. 
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3.2 Options 
An option is one of the two components of a capital-protected SIP. This sub-chapter is 
broader than the previous one, as the theory and pricing of options are much more com-
plex than ZCBs. In one of the most widely used financial textbooks, option theory has 
also been named as one of the seven most important ideas in the field of finance (see 
Brealey et al., 2014, p. 882.). In a traditional equity-linked SIP, the option forms a yield 
component that allows for a return in a situation where the value development of the 
underlying stock index is favorable. 
 
Next, the theory of options will be introduced, the factors influencing the price will be 
reviewed, and the well-known Black–Scholes option pricing model (BSM) will be pre-
sented. The review is limited to European options in order to simplify the thesis and to 
limit the already wide range of topics. According to Hull (2012, p. 194), most theories 
related to options are based on European options due to the simplicity of their analysis 
and pricing. However, Hull mentions that most trading is done with American options. 
This is logical, as American options lose their value as they approach maturity. The sec-
ond reason is that American options can be exercised at any time, unlike European op-
tions. An option payoff diagram is presented to illustrate the return and risk profiles of 
options. Visualization of return and risk profiles is conducive to understanding the for-
mation and diversity of returns on SIPs. 
 
3.2.1 Characteristics 
Nowadays, there are myriad kinds of options. Options are financial vehicles that are de-
rivatives based on the value of underlying assets. Examples of these are stock, index, and 
currency options. One of the most common and most exercised options is a stock option, 
in which the company's share is the underlying asset (Hull 2015, 213). Options in the 
options market can be divided into two main categories—call options and put options. 
A call option is a right—but not an obligation—to purchase the underlying instrument at 
a pre-determined time at a pre-agreed exercise price. A put option, in turn, entitles its 
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holder to sell the underlying asset at a pre-determined time at a pre-agreed exercise 
price.  
 
Trading takes place on the over-the-counter (OTC) market or through derivatives ex-
changes, such as EUREX. Another important dichotomy is made between the European 
and American options. A European option can only be exercised on a pre-determined 
expiration date, while an American option is exercisable throughout its lifetime. In addi-
tion, options that can be exercised on pre-determined dates—often on one day each 
month—are called Bermuda options. (Black & Scholes 1973; Hull 2012.) 
 
Depending on the type of option, the seller (writer) has a mandatory obligation to either 
buy or sell the underlying instrument at the agreed strike price. Due to the fundamen-
tally unlimited risk, the writer receives a premium as compensation, which at the same 
time constitutes the seller's maximum return on the option. By combining the above, 
four types of options are obtained: 
1. Long call. 
2. Short call. 
3. Long put. 
4. Short put. 
The four types of options form four different parties to the options market. Buyers have 
bought long (long position), and sellers have sold short (short position). (Hull 2015, pp.  
10–11.) 
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It can be seen from Figure 3 how a long position with a call option creates a return profile 
in which the buyer of the option benefits from an increase in the price of the underlying 
asset. Similarly, the writer of that option benefits if the price of the underlying asset 
remains at the same level or decreases. 
 
3.2.2 Pricing 
This part discusses the pricing of options by firstly presenting the commonly used nota-
tion and the factors influencing the pricing. Also, the well-known option pricing model 
Black–Scholes (BSM) with its parameters is presented. The factors influencing the pricing 
are the same for call and put options, but the directions of the effects vary. Below are 
typical factors that affect option pricing. 
1.  𝑆  = the price of the underlying asset at time zero 
2.  𝐾 = the pre-determined exercise price (strike price) of the option 
3.  𝑇 = time measured in years, generally 0 = now, and 𝑇 = expiry 
4.  𝑟 = continuously compounded annualized risk-free interest rate 
5.   = the volatility of the underlying asset 
6.  𝐷 = expected dividends. (Cox & Rubinstein, 1985.) 
The price of the underlying at time zero is defined as the most recent amount paid by 
the investor for the underlying asset. The main determinant of the option price is the 
























Figure 3. Call payoff diagram  (Hull 2015, p. 11). 
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exercised. The price of the call option and the exercise price have a negative relationship. 
The following notation is also typically used in option pricing. 
1. 𝑆  = the price of the underlying at the expiration date of the option (at time 𝑇) 
2. 𝑐 = the price of a European call option 
3. 𝑝 = the price of a European put option 
4. 𝐶 = the price of an American call option 
5. 𝑃 = the price of an American put option. (Hull, 2015, pp. 234–235.) 
 
3.2.2.1 Volatility 
Volatility is a measure of the standard deviation of the return on a particular security or 
market index over a period of time. Therefore it is an indicator of risk and uncertainty. In 
general, the price of an option increases as volatility increases, as a large standard devi-
ation of returns leads to greater risk. (Hull, 2015, pp. 234–238, p. 325.) Thus, it can be 
said that there is a positive relationship between volatility and the price of an option. 
Volatility, standard deviation, and risk are often understood among investors and finan-
cial experts in a rather multidimensional way.  
 
In financial research, volatility is often measured by the standard deviation. The usual 
estimate, 𝜎, expected standard deviation (see Equation 8 & 9) is obtained by taking the 
square root of the variance (see Equation 7). 
 




  𝜎 = (𝑅 − 𝑅) ,     (8) 
 
or 
𝜎 = 𝑅 − 
( )




𝜎 = expected standard deviation  
𝑁 = number of observations 
𝑅 =  mean return 
and let 
𝑅  = return over a period of time = ln( ) for 𝑖 = 1, 2,…, 𝑛, 
where 
𝑆  = stock price at the end of 𝑖th interval, with 𝑖 = 0, 1,…, 𝑛. (Poon & Granger, 2003; 
Hull, 2015, pp. 326–327.) 
 
Risk is generally measured as a percentage, and the frequency is typically one year. If the 
realized risk of an asset has been ten per cent, then the returns have deviated from the 
average so that the result is ten per cent. When calculating life of an option and estimat-
ing volatility levels traders tend to ignore calendar days when the exchange is closed. 
This ignoring occurs due to significantly lower volatility levels when the exchanges are 
closed. With regard to this, the annual price volatility can be computed from the volatil-
ity per trading day by utilizing the equation below. (Hull, 2015, p. 328.) 
 
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑝. 𝑎. = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑝. 𝑎. (10) 
 
The life of an option is usually calculated as 𝑇 years by also using trading days instead of 
calendar days. The formula is presented below. 
 
𝑇 =
.       .           (11) 
 
If the standard deviation is associated with a standard distribution, such as a normal or 
t-distribution, the required probability density as well as the cumulative probability den-
sity can be derived analytically. Thus, the standard deviation tends to determine the 
probability for each deviation from the expected value using the standard deviation of 
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the normal return distribution. In other words, if the standard deviation is not combined 
with usable distribution or dynamic pricing, it is a problematic estimate for measuring 
risk due to its inaccuracy. Thus, measuring the risk using standard deviation only makes 
sense if it is used in the case of a normal distribution or a few other standard distribu-
tions. (Poon & Granger, 2003.) 
 
However, predicting volatility based on historical data has some features that make esti-
mation difficult. For instance, the smaller the sample size, the larger the sampling error. 
This is due to a small sample that may coincidentally deviate significantly from the pop-
ulation. According to Figlewski and Chidambaram (1993), the statistical properties of the 
sample mean makes the estimation of true mean quite inaccurate, especially for small 
samples.  
 
Volatility reflecting the past calculated from historical values can also be used to estimate 
future variance. (Poon & Granger, 2003.) However, this is not the only option, as in addi-
tion to historical data, volatility can also be implicitly determined by using option pricing 
models (Hull 2015, p. 321). The estimate in question called implied volatility will be dis-
cussed later in the context of the BSM model. 
 
3.2.2.2 Other factors affecting the price of options 
The risk-free interest rate is the rate of return that investors would expect from a com-
pletely risk-free investment over a specified time period. Investors' return expectations 
increase as the risk-free interest rate rises, as the PV of future CFs decreases due to the 
increased discount rate. The same is true for options, as other factors remain unchanged, 
there is a positive relationship between the call option and the risk-free interest rate. In 
the case of a put option, the dependence is negative.  
 
The effect of expected dividends on option prices is the opposite. This is because the 
dividend payment should—at least in theory—lower the share price by a corresponding 
amount. Thus, as the value of the underlying asset decreases, the price of the call option 
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decreases, and the price of the put option increases. (Hull, 2015, pp. 234–238.) This re-
lationship is the reason why higher participation rates can be achieved for SIPs by using 
high-dividend indices as underlying assets. The underlying index tracking a market with 
a high dividend yield decreases the acquiring price of the yield component (call option 
leg) of the SIP. This issue will be further discussed in the sub-chapter 3.2.3. 
 
According to option theory, the option price (premium), consists of components called 
intrinsic value and time value (Poon & Granger, 2003). The intrinsic value can be defined 
as the value that would be obtained if the option were exercised immediately. Therefore, 
this value is the difference between the current price of the underlying asset and the 
pre-determined exercise price, which—because of its nature—can never be negative. 
The intrinsic value of an option is often lower than its premium. This phenomenon is due 
to the time value based on the option holder's possibility to benefit from the favorable 
change in the price of the underlying asset prior to maturity.  
 
The time value of an option is obtained as the difference between the option price and 
the intrinsic value. (Hull 2015, p. 220.) The high volatility and long maturity of the under-
lying asset have a positive effect on the option time value. This is because the longer the 
maturity, the greater the probability that the price of the underlying asset will rise above 
the exercise price. High volatility increases the probability that the price of the underly-
ing asset will differ significantly from the exercise price. (Natenberg, 1994.) Thus, option 
prices are formed by the formulas: 
 




                    𝑝 = max[𝐾 − 𝑆  , 0] + 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒,            (13) 
 
 
where, as previously noted 
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𝑐 = the price of the European call option  
𝑝 = the price of the European put option 
𝑆  = the price of the underlying asset at time zero  
𝐾 = the strike price of the option. (Hull, 2015, p. 220.) 
According to Hull (2015, p. 220), options can also be divided according to their intrinsic 
value. Below are the terms for options with an intrinsic value of positive, zero, and neg-
ative, respectively. 
1. In the money (ITM). 
2. At the money (ATM). 
3. Out of the money (OTM). (Hull, 2015, p. 220.) 
Table 3 seeks to illustrate the terminology in question. In the case of an ITM option, 𝑆 >
𝐾. Similarly, a put option is ITM when 𝑆 < 𝐾. An option with 𝑆 = 𝐾 is called ATM. On 
this basis, in a world free of trading costs, the ITM European option is always exercised 
on its expiration date. (Hull, 2015, p. 220, p. 819.) 
 
 
3.2.2.3 Options on stock indices 
Index options are particularly important to this thesis as they are widely used to con-
struct the traditional capital-protected SIPs. The thesis focuses on the fully capital-pro-
tected SIPs combined with a stock index call options. The return performance of the SIPs 
Table 3. Intrinsic and time value of an option (Hull, 2015, p. 220). 
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is compared with the suitable stock market indices. This sub-chapter briefly explains 
stock indices and presents a usual way they can be utilized. 
 
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) trades, inter alia, European index options on 
the S&P 500 (SPX), Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJX), and Nasdaq 100 (NDX). American 
and European index options are also traded on the S&P 100 (OEX & XEO), for example. 
More customized flex and LEAPS options are also offered on indices. Some indices follow 
the price movements of a particular sector and others market as a whole. (Hull, 2015, p. 
367). 
 
Index options are always settled in cash, and one option contract is generally 100 times 
the index. According to this, when the option is exercised, the holder receives (𝑆 − 𝐾) ∗
100, and the seller pays the amount in cash, where 𝑆 is the closing value of the index on 
the expiration date. Conversely, in the case of a put option, one with a long position 
receives (𝐾 − 𝑆) ∗ 100 in cash from the writer. 
 
One purpose of use for index option may be, for example, when the value of the index 
is 𝑆  and the portfolio manager responsible for a well-diversified portfolio (beta = 1 ) 
wants to limit the downside risk (insurance). The percentage changes in the price of the 
index can be expected to be the same as the percentage changes in the value of the 
portfolio if the portfolio dividends are assumed to be exactly the same as the dividends 
from the index. In this scenario, if the portfolio manager purchases one index put option 
with an exercise price of 𝐾 for each 100𝑆  dollars in the portfolio, the value of the port-
folio is hedged against the possibility of the index price falling below 𝐾. 
 
3.2.2.4 Black-Scholes model 
This section presents the Black–Scholes (BSM) model, which, according to Bodie, Kane, 
and Marcus (2008), is both the most widely used and the best-known model utilized for 
option pricing. However, due to complex pricing, there is not just one pricing model to 
suit every situation. In addition to the BSM model and its modifications, there are 
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numerous models suitable for different situations. These include the Lattice models, the 
Monte Carlo simulation, the Finite difference methods, the Heston model, and the Vari-
ance–Gamma model. (Bakshi, Cao & Chen, 1997; Bodie et al., 2008.) 
 
The Black–Scholes model—also known as the Black–Scholes–Merton (BSM) model (see 
Hull, 2015, p. 321)—is based on the simple logic that in an efficiently priced market, 
there is no possibility of completely certain returns by combining short and long options 
and their underlying assets (Black & Scholes, 1973). The BSM was developed in 1973 to 
determine the price of a European option, although later extensions suitable for Ameri-
can options have also been made (Blake 2000, p. 312). To support the original model, 
Black and Scholes (1973) assumed the so-called ideal conditions which are presented 
below. 
1. The risk-free rate of interest is generally known and remains constant until ma-
turity. 
2. The price development of the underlying asset follows the random walk process, 
and the price of the underlying asset on the expiration date of the option is log-
normally distributed. Thus, price changes in the underlying asset are independ-
ent and follow a normal distribution, and large rate fluctuations are not possible. 
Volatility is constant. 
3. There are no dividends or other premiums prior to maturity. 
4. The options are European. They can only be exercised on the expiration date. 
5. Trading in shares and options is ongoing and does not involve any transaction 
costs or taxes. 
6. Any fraction of the price of a security may be borrowed at a risk-free rate. 
7. Short selling is possible. A seller who does not own the security accepts the price 
from the buyer and agrees to pay a certain amount in the future at an amount 
equal to the price of the security on that day. (Black & Scholes, 1973; Poon & 
Granger, 2003; Yen & Lai, 2014, p. 38). 
Although the current price of a share and an option does not correlate with past price 
changes, the future price level can still be estimated (Nikkinen, Rothovius & Sahlström, 
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2002, pp. 80–82). The BSM model assumes that the share and option prices follow the 
stochastic Wiener process (Hull, 2012, pp. 280–281). This model—which models the be-
havior of a variable—is called the geometric Brownian motion: 
 
   𝛥𝑆 =  𝜇𝑆∆𝑡 + 𝜎𝑆𝜖√∆𝑡,     (14) 
 
where 
𝛥𝑆 = change in the price of the underlying asset 
𝜇 = expected return  
∆𝑡 = small time interval 
𝜎 = volatility  
𝜖 = normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one. 
 
The theory is based on a naturally occurring phenomenon observed by Robert Brown in 
1827 and demonstrated by physicist Albert Einstein in his calculations in 1905, in which 
water molecules cause fluid particles to make a random and completely independent 
reciprocating motion by colliding with each other. (Einstein, 1905; Hull, 2012, pp. 287–
288.) 
 
Under the assumptions of the BSM model, the option price depends only on the price 
of the underlying asset, time, and variables that are considered constant. Thus, a hedged 
position can be formed by taking a long position in an underlying asset and a short posi-
tion in an option, the value of which thus does not depend on the value of the underlying 
asset, but only on time and known constants. In other words, the underlying asset and 
the put option can be formed into a momentarily risk-free portfolio, the return of which 
corresponds to the risk-free rate. Thus, the formulas of the BSM model for the European 
call and put option are formed as follows: 
 













  𝑑 = = 𝑑 − 𝜎𝑇 ,    (18) 
where 
𝑁(·) = cumulative distribution function for standard normal distribution with value 𝑑 
𝑁(𝑑 ) = the probability that the call option will be ITM (exercised) in a risk-neutral 
world on its expiration date (at maturity). (Hull, 2015, pp. 335–336.) 
 
The term 𝑁(𝑑 ), sometimes referred as delta, on the other hand, is much more difficult 
to interpret. The delta is the changing rate of option value if stock price changes by one 
unit. 𝑆 𝑁(𝑑 )𝑒  is the expected price of the underlying asset in a risk-neutral world at 
time 𝑇 and the price of the underlying asset that is below the exercise price is calculated 
to be zero. Thus, the strike price is paid only when the price is greater than 𝐾. The prob-
ability of this is 𝑁(𝑑 ) as mentioned above. Hence, the expected return in a risk-neutral 
world can be calculated by the Equation 19. (Hull, 2015, pp. 336–337). 
 
  𝑆 𝑁(𝑑 )𝑒 − 𝐾𝑁(𝑑 ),     (19) 
 
The European call option formula (see Equation 15) presented above can be formed from 
Equation 19 by discounting it from time point 𝑇 to time point zero (Hull, 2015, p. 337). 
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𝑁(𝑥) is always between zero and one, and it is a probability that the random variable is 
less than or equal to 𝑥. Thus, 𝑆  multiplied by 𝑁(𝑑 ) refers to current stock price being 
weighted with probability. In rough terms, 𝐾𝑒 𝑁(𝑑 ) is the strike price discounted 
back and being weighted with the probability of the actual willingness of option holder 
to pay the exercise price at maturity. The higher the current stock price relative to the 
strike price, higher the worth of the option and higher the probability that the European 
call option will be exercised at maturity. As can be seen from the equations above, the 
higher 𝑙𝑛 ( ) ratio in the 𝑑  and 𝑑  means larger input for the cumulative distribution 
function which represents higher change of exercise. This logically leads to the higher 
value of an option. 
 
In their study, Black and Scholes (1973) made two very remarkable findings related to 
expected returns and risk premiums. According to these findings, the calculation of the 
option price does not require the determination of a risk premium at all. The expected 
return on the underlying asset is also not dependent on the price of the option. As al-
ready mentioned, the BSM model is based on, inter alia, the log-normal return distribu-
tion of the underlying asset, standardized volatility, and the random walk process. 
 
However, studies conducted after large stock market fluctuations have found that the 
implied volatilities of ITM and OTM options are higher than those of ATM options. For 
this reason, the BSM model may fail to determine the value of options, at least in theory. 
The phenomenon is called the volatility smile, and it is illustrated in Figure 4. The effect 
can be considered as an important component in the development of option pricing 
models. In addition, Yen and Lai (2015, p. 39) state that the implied volatility of stock 
index options—which are also used in capital-protected equity-linked SIPs—typically in-
creases as one moves further away from ATM. (Dumas, Fleming & Whaley, 1998; Ander-













Merton (1973) extended the original BSM model to include continuously compounding 
dividends into the formula. This idea was triggered by the problem-causing and unreal-
istic assumption that there are no dividends prior to maturity. Merton's extension of the 
BSM formula is presented for calls and puts in Formulas 20 and 21 below. The model is 
slightly more realistic than the original, but it still has several assumptions that are not 
realistic. 
 


























Figure 4. Volatility smile (Dumas, Fleming & Whaley 1998; Andersen & Andersen, 2000; 
Poon & Granger, 2003; Hull, 2012, pp. 411–413; Hull, 2015, pp. 431–443). 
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  𝑑 = 𝑑 − 𝜎(𝑇 − 𝑡) ,    (23) 
 
where                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
𝑁(·) = cumulative distribution function for standard normal distribution with value 𝑑 
𝑇 − 𝑡 = the time to maturity 
𝑆 = the spot price of the underlying asset 
𝐾 = the pre-determined exercise price 
𝑟 = the continuously compounded annualized risk-free rate 
𝑞 = the continuously compounded annualized dividend yield  
𝜎 = the volatility of the underlying asset. (Merton, 1973.) 
 
One way to value options with dividends is also simply to calculate the PV for the divi-
dends and subtract it from 𝑆 . Consider a 6-month European call option on stock which 
has ex-dividend dates in two and five months. The dividend is assumed to be EUR 1.00, 
and the share price, as well as the strike price, is EUR 50.00. The risk-free interest rate 
and annual volatility is 10% and 25%, respectively. Thus, the PV of the dividends is EUR 
1.9427 (1 . 0𝑒 . ∗ / + 1.0𝑒 . ∗ /  ). Now, 𝑆   can be changed to EUR 48.0573 
( 50.00 − 1.9427), and Equations 17 and 18 can be utilized to calculate the cumulative 




















= 0.1471 − 0.25 ∗ 0.5 = −0.0297. 
 
NORMSDIST Excel function gives 𝑁(𝑑 ) = 0.5585 and 𝑁(𝑑 ) = 0.4882, so from Equa-
tion 15, the call price is 
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48.0573 ∗ 0.5585 − 50.00 . ∗ . ∗ 0.4882 = 3.62. 
 
In addition, the delta, gamma, vega, theta, and rho of this dividend-paying equity call 
option are 0.5585, 0.0465, 0.1341, -0.0155, and 0.1161, respectively (see subchapter 
3.2.3. & Table 4). 
 
In stock index options, it is often supposed that dividends are a known constant propor-
tional stream. However, Harvey and Whaley (1992) argue that this procedure can lead 
to great errors in pricing. In Finland, dividends are normally paid annually in March or 
April (once a year), and therefore an estimate of the constant proportional dividend flow 
is argued to be inappropriate. One could possibly be able to use a synthetic index calcu-
lated from the futures contracts by using the cost-of-carry relationship. In this way, divi-
dend adjustments would be made implicitly by the market.  
 
3.2.2.6 Implied volatility 
As previously presented, volatility can be estimated based on historical price data. How-
ever, a more common way is to use so-called implied volatility, which refers to the mar-
ket's expectation of the future intensity of the price changes of the underlying asset dur-
ing the term of the option (Mayhew, 1995; Hull, 2015, pp. 341–342). Historical volatility 
looks to the past, while implied volatility focuses on the future. In general, especially 
among traders, people talk about implied volatilities rather than option prices. This is 
due in part to the fact that implied volatility generally fluctuates less than the option 
price. (Hull, 2015, pp. 341–342).  
 
However, implied volatility cannot be directly observed from the market, but must be 
calculated based on other factors in an option pricing model by taking an inverse func-
tion with respect to volatility. Therefore, it is a parameter that can be determined, for 
example, by the BSM model or the Cox–Ross–Rubinstein binomial model. Once the op-
tion price, exercise price, and other parameters are known, the value of the implied vol-
atility can be iterated. (Mayhew, 1995; Poon & Granger, 2003). 
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Assume a 6-month European call option on the EuroStoxx index with current index point 
and exercise price (𝐾) of 3,200. The dividend yield (𝐷) is 10%, the risk-free rate (𝑟) of 
return in Europe is 3% per annum, and the call option (𝑐) is currently trading at EUR 
43.65. The implied volatility () can be computed by trial and error. Volatility of 15% 
gives a call option price of EUR 83.88; volatility of 5% gives an call option price of EUR 
9.30; and so on. The true implied volatility of the index option of this example is 10%.  
 
As mentioned above and proved in the example, the increase in volatility has a positive 
effect on option prices, as it increases the probability that the option will have value—
that is, it is ITM—at its expiration date. Volatility cannot be used to estimate the direction 
of market fluctuations, but the expected intensity of the fluctuation can be observed. 
However, the high volatility of the market can be exploited through various option strat-
egies, such as the one in Figure 5. The strategy is called straddle, which is made up of 
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3.2.3 Risk management 
Financial institutions selling options face risk management issues. A financial institution 
can easily cover its sales position by buying the same option on the market (Deng et al., 
2015). However, this is easily achieved only if the option in question is traded on an ex-
change. Hedging becomes much more cumbersome when the option is customized. 
(Hull, 2015, p. 399). However, the portfolio manager may use different risk measures to 
manage the risk profile of the portfolio.  
 
Next, the main market risk factors for options, also called Greek letters or simply Greeks, 
are presented. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 194.) Each of these risk parameters pre-
sented in Table 4 measures the different risk dimensions of the option. For example, 
delta 𝛥 measures the price change 𝛥𝑐 of an option 𝑐 when the price 𝑆 of the underlying 
asset changes slightly 𝛥𝑆 . Thus, the risk measure delta 𝛥 is the first derivative of the 





.     (20) 
 
Table 4. Greek letters (Passarelli 2008, p. 25, p. 50; Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 194, 




The Greeks must be managed so that the risks are set at an acceptable level (Hull, 2015, 
p. 399). In an ideal world, financial institutions could fully manage the risk balance of 
their portfolios by setting all Greeks to zero. The delta can be set to zero (delta neutral) 
or at least close, but gamma and vega, for example, are considerably more cumbersome, 
as it is challenging to find options and other non-linear derivatives that allow trading in 
the desired volume at competitive prices.  (Hull, 2015, p. 418.) Traders normally perform 
a delta–gamma–vega analysis with the calculations of each of these measures for every 
market variable to which it is exposed. The Greeks generate important data for the trad-
ers, but they do not give a way of measuring the overall exposed risk for a financial insti-
tution.  
 
The overall risk to which the financial institution is exposed can be summarized in a sin-
gle number using Value at Risk (VaR). This method is extensively used by financial insti-
tutions as well as fund managers and corporate treasurers. Also, regulators have been 
using VaR to impose capital requirements that banks have to keep for the risks they are 
bearing. (Hull, 2015, p. 494.) After calculating the standard deviation of the portfolio, 
one can use the usual VaR assumption 𝑁-day VaR = 1-day VaR ∗  √𝑁 to figure out at 𝑋% 
certainty that the losses would not be more than 𝑉 euros in the next 𝑁-days. Thus, the 
VaR consist of two parts—confidence level 𝑋, and the time horizon 𝑁, measured in days. 
However, one apparent shortcoming of the model is that the formula is just an approxi-
mation when the changes in the value of the portfolio on consecutive days do not have 
independent identical normal distributions with a mean of zero. (Hull, 2015, p. 494–497.)  
 
Theories fundamentally related to the sub-components of capital-protected SIPs have 
now been mainly discussed. In the following chapter, the thesis moves on to the theory 




4 SIPs and capital protection 
Previous chapters have laid the groundwork for SIPs and focused on the presentation of 
theories related to the sub-components of capital-protected SIPs. This chapter defines 
more precisely SIPs, their markets, and capital protection. Pricing is also discussed, but 
the presentation is concise, as the price formation of the sub-components has already 
been presented in the previous chapter (see Chapter 3). Finally, we review the capital-
protected investment philosophy and briefly present one of the conditionally capital-
protected SIPs that have become more common in the current market situation. 
 
4.1 What are SIPs? 
It is essential to be clear about the definition of SIPs, as there are a large number of 
different names for these products. SIPs are pre-packaged investments in the legal form 
of bonds that are popular among investors, enabling the investor to benefit from the 
favorable performance of one or more underlying assets. (Das, 2005; Jessen & Jørgensen, 
2012.) The return on such products is dependent on—or at least very sensitive to—
changes in the value of the underlying asset. The underlying asset can be individual stock, 
different indices, interest rates, commodities, currencies, or other calculated values 
(Deng et al., 2015). 
 
Typically, SIPs combine a safe fixed-income component with a more risky derivative part 
that makes possible a positive return on the product. These products allow the investor 
to invest in numerous asset classes as well as adjust the level of risk to their liking. (Das, 
2001: 1–5.) SIPs allow investors to invest in underlying assets that may otherwise be too 
expensive or even impossible to invest in (Das, 2005). 
 
According to Järvinen & Parviainen (2014), SIPs are often the first investment vehicles 
that allow a retail investor to invest in new markets. The products are designed to pro-
vide investors with access to complex option and futures positions, without the need to 
enter those markets directly. Due to high fees and transaction costs, direct participation 
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in the options and futures markets is disadvantageous or impossible for most investors. 
For this reason, SIPs can generally be said to offer a useful extension to the capital market 
of private investors. (Schroff, Meyer & Burghof, 2015) 
 
SIPs can also be used to meet the needs of a wide range of investors. These investments 
are made with, inter alia, different maturities, underlying assets, and risk levels. (Jä-
rvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 29.) A common way to categorize these products is to di-
vide them into capital-protected and non-capital-protected products (Grünbichler & 
Wohlwend, 2005). Both categories include vast numbers of different products, but the 
main focus of this thesis is on simple fully capital-protected products. An example of 
conditional capital protection is given due to the changed market situation, but the anal-
ysis is left narrow. 
  
4.2 History 
In the 21st century, capital-protected SIPs have become part of the portfolios of both 
large institutions as well as retail investors. The first SIPs appeared in 1987 in the United 
States (Grünbichler & Wohlwend, 2005). In the same year, Fortune praised the principal 
capital-protecting feature of SIPs, which, according to the magazine, increased the inter-
est of a broader range of investors in the stock market (Chen & Kensinger, 1990).  
 
In the European market, the first SIP was issued in the mid-1990s, but the number of 
new issues did not pick up sharply until the 21st century. (Deng et al., 2015). Demand for 
the SIPs originated in times of low interest rates when companies wanted to issue 
cheaper debt. Investors had to accept lower interest rates, but in exchange, they were 
given the opportunity for potentially higher returns (Yen & Lai, 2014, pp. 2–4). 
 
One of the main drivers of the initial interest in SIPs was the opportunity for retail inves-
tors to enjoy stock market returns without the risk of losing the invested capital (SRP, 
2019). In 1994, Finland's first capital-protected SIPs linked to the overall index of the 
stock exchange were issued. Later in 1997, the expansion of the product range to foreign 
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stock indices significantly increased the Finnish market for SIPs, as theories and practices 
about the benefits of international diversification were well justified. In the 21 st century, 
products with a capital protection feature have become a natural part of saving and in-
vesting. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014: pp. 13, 19.) Despite these factors, not much aca-
demic research has yet been done on SIPs and their performance.  
 
4.3 Markets 
The size of the global market for SIPs in 2007 was approximately EUR 365 billion, of which 
just over 60 % consisted of Europe and 25 % of Asia (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 29). 
The Finnish market for SIPs has experienced strong growth until the end of the first dec-
ade of the 21st century, but sales volumes have not increased in the previous decade 
(Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 13).   
 
In particular, the number of capital-protected investments has decreased significantly. 
This is due to low and partly negative interest rates, which prevent or complicate the 
formation of the capital-protected component. In a low-interest environment, credit-
linked products have grown in popularity as the demand for interest-rate-linked products 
has fallen. Still, the sales volumes of these products have also decreased due to a reduc-
tion in the risk premium required by investors. Conditionally capital-protected products 
have clearly become the most significant product group. The relative focus has thus 
shifted towards more tailored and more risky SIPs with higher expected returns. (FSPA, 
2015, 2018.) 
 
The Finnish market for SIPs is regulated by the Securities Market Act (Arvopaperimarkki-
nalaki, AML), which regulates matters concerning the organization, exchange, clearing, 
and issuance of securities (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 57). Generally, SIPs take the 
legal form of bonds, and they can be categorized in many different ways.  
 
One typical way to describe the market for these products is to divide them into two 
main groups—long-term and short-term investment products. Long-term investments 
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have somewhat cautious return and risk profiles that are in line with the underlying asset, 
but slightly more conservative. These products are typically medium to long-term invest-
ment strategies that retail investors utilize to implement their savings plans. Depending 
on their structure, these products may allow investors to benefit from both ups and 
downs of the market. The thesis focuses on long-term SIPs. Short-term products, as the 
name implies, include products designed for short-term trading. They are typically more 
professional, complex, and speculative leveraged strategies. (Schroff et al., 2015.) 
 
Market participants in SIPs can be roughly divided into three groups—issuer, arranger, 
and seller. Despite this, one party can act in all roles. The issuer is responsible for the 
issuance of the product, establishment of the prospectus, and paying the potential re-
turn and capital to the investor. For these reasons, it is essential to be aware of the issuer 
risk and the factors that affect it. Guarantees are also used in some situations and prod-
ucts. In the case of guarantees, the investor's position is significantly improved, as the 
guarantor is responsible—with the issuer—for the repayment of the investment. (Jä-
rvinen & Parviainen, 2014, pp. 103–106.) 
 
In the emission of SIPs, the arranger's role and responsibilities are significant. The trans-
parency, timeliness, comprehensibility, and correctness of the information are the re-
sponsibilities of the arranger. The arranger is also responsible for the suitability of the 
product for the target group. The arranger plans, prices and prepares the necessary doc-
umentation but is also responsible for reporting, credit risk assessment, sales coordina-
tion, and the organization of the secondary market. However, these responsibilities may 
be transferred to other market participants through separate agreements. (Järvinen & 
Parviainen, 2014, pp. 103–106.) 
 
The seller is only responsible for selling the products if it is not acting as an arranger or 
issuer at the same time. The same conditions regarding the target group, transparency, 
timeliness, comprehensibility, and correctness also apply for the seller. Customer's in-
vestment profiles determine the scope and approach of sales and marketing. For 
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instance, marketing material for professional investors (MiFID-rated) may be more cum-
bersome and highly stripped-down. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, pp. 103–106.) 
 
4.4 Capital-protected SIPs 
The focus is now shifting to the traditional structure of capital-protected index-linked 
SIPs. These products allow the investor to benefit from potential value developments in 
the underlying market with limited risk (Chen & Kensinger, 1990). These bond-like prod-
ucts enable capital-protected investments in, for instance, high-risk markets, such as cur-
rencies, commodities, or equities. (Das, 2001, pp. 1–5.) 
 
A traditional capital-protected SIP consists of a combination of two financial instruments: 
1. An interest-bearing fixed-income ZCB. 
2. A call option which gives the right to buy the underlying index asset at a pre-
determined price within a specific time period. This right allows for virtually un-
limited return potential. (Hull, 2015, p 255.) 
Index-linked capital-protected SIPs, as well as other SIPs, have been on the market for 
decades. During this time, product development has been enormous, and countless dif-
ferent return and risk profiles have emerged. The market situation has played a signifi-
cant role in the development of SIPs. For example, when the risk level of the underlying 
index is moderate, it is possible to increase the return potential.  
 
Interest rates, which have remained low for a long time, have also had a significant im-
pact on the ability to build attractive product packages. This is because lower interest 
rates simply leave less money to form the yield component of a capital-protected SIP. 
The return potential can be maintained in many different ways. Probably the most com-
mon ways are to lower the level of capital protection below 100% and sell above par 
value (at a premium).  
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On the other hand, as interest rates rise, the participation rate can be increased, as the 
construction of capital protection becomes more favorable. The three most common 
main features of a capital-protected SIP are: 
1. Protection of notional principal amount. 
2. Participation in the favorable value development of the underlying index with a 
pre-determined participation rate. 
3. No guaranteed return above the level of capital-protection. (Järvinen & Par-
viainen 2014, pp. 121–122.) 
According to Järvinen and Parviainen (2014, pp. 122–123), a typical and traditional cap-
ital-protected  SIP includes the following features in addition to full 100% protection of 
notional principal amount: 
1. Unlimited upside potential. 
2. Maturity of 4-6 years. 
3. The participation rate of 70–80%. 
4. Issue price of about 100% of the notional value. 
5. Averaging of monthly price observations in the last year. 
The underlying assets of these SIPs are typically developed market stock indices, such as 
Nikkei 225, S&P 500, and Euro Stoxx 50 (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 123). 
 
4.4.1 Pricing 
Pricing is almost invariably of interest when studying financial instruments and their 
structure, but in the case of SIPs, this valuation is of particular interest. Many financial 
professionals have looked at fairness in the pricing of SIPs. According to Grunbichler and 
Wohlwend (2005), the pricing issue is of particular interest for two reasons. The first 
reason for the specific interest in pricing is the feature of these products that combines 
various financial instruments. Another reason is the potential impact of the issuer's po-
sition on pricing. 
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The legal form of capital-protected SIPs is typically a bond in which the issuer undertakes 
to repay the capital to the investor at the end of the loan period under the agreed terms 
(Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 59). As previously noted, the riskiness of the issuer and 
the level of interest rates materially affect the price of a ZCB through a discount factor. 
This negative relationship between PV and interest rates has been discussed earlier in 
this thesis (see sub-chapter 3.1.2).  
 
The capital protection part of a SIP is, in practice, an interest-bearing investment that 
increases by maturity on a compound interest basis to a pre-agreed level of capital pro-
tection. This feature related to the repayment of the notional amount invested has given 
rise to the term capital protection. The capital repayment is thus based on a zero-coupon 
fixed-income investment, which is a non-interest-bearing financial instrument issued be-
low its FV with FV repaid at maturity. 
 
In addition to the total repayment of the notional principal amount, a traditional capital-
protected index-linked SIP promises a return on a specific degree of participation if the 
underlying index or indices linked to the product via call option rise from their initial level 
by maturity. This promise is redeemed by building a yield component using a customized 
index call option. The amount of money available for this yield component is determined 
through a ZCB. The more investors pay for a zero-coupon investment (capital protection), 
the less money will be left for the call option. If the issue price of a product is at 100% 
level (an investor pays the notional value of a SIP) and the price of the capital protection 
(ZCB) is 90% of the principal amount, 10% is left to acquire the yield component (index 
call option). 
 
Figure 5 illustrates how—instead of a secure coupon rate—discounted coupons are in-
vested in call option in order to increase the yield expectation. Consider an example that 
uses a notional principal amount of EUR 1,000, a five-year loan period, an annual fixed 
coupon rate of 10%, and a discount rate of 5%. It is worth noting that in today's low 
interest rate environment, building an attractive capital-protected SIP is very challenging. 
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The figures in the example are only intended to illustrate the interdependencies between 
the parts of the product, not to indicate the actual interest rates or the portions used for 




Figure 6. PV of coupons.                                                                                                                                           
 
Figure 5 illustrates how the formula presented in the sub-chapter on bond theory (see 
sub-chapter 3.1.2. & Formula 5) calculates the PV of coupon yield, which can be used to 
reach a pre-determined level of capital protection by making a zero-coupon investment 
of approximately EUR 567.05. Therefore, in the case of the example calculation, the pro-
vider of the SIP would use the remaining EUR 432,95 to acquire a customized index call 
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option. This option would be combined with the capital-protection component (ZCB) 
into an entity which is called capital-protected SIP.  
 
The structure of a capital-protected index-linked SIP is illustrated in Figure 7. The figure 
summarizes the timeline and the sub-components that are essential to the structure of 
these products. Efforts have also been made to illustrate the formation of the potential 
yield and the capital protection component as clearly as possible. 
 
 
Figure 7. Structure of capital-protected SIP. 
 
The price of the call option and the amount of money available for it determine the par-
ticipation rate at which the investor can participate in the possible value development 
of the underlying market (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 142). For instance, with an 80% 
participation rate, if the value of the underlying index increases by 10%, a return of 8% 
is obtained. 
 
In this case, the provider of the index-linked SIP would have purchased a call option for 
an 80% stake of the total amount to be issued, resulting in a participation rate of 80% on 
the SIP. However, if it is desired—in the case of capital protection—to obtain a full 
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participation rate of 100% in relation to a notional principal amount, the SIP must be 
sold, for example, above par value (see Figure 7). When paying this premium, it should 
be noted that capital protection only applies to the notional value of the loan. In other 
words, if the return component matures as worthless at maturity, the investor loses the 
difference between the premium and the 100% notional value (par value). In reality, the 
structuring costs of a SIP provider must also be covered either from the funds used to 
acquire the call option or by selling at a premium. A combination of the two is also typi-
cally used. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 141.) 
 
4.4.2 Price formation in the secondary market 
When investing in SIPs, it is essential to understand the factors that affect pricing. The 
secondary market valuation is affected by, inter alia, the value of the underlying asset 
and interest rate fluctuations. Typically, as volatility decreases, the value of already is-
sued SIP decreases and vice versa. Lowering interest rate levels has been a positive phe-
nomenon for those who have already invested in the SIPs. On the other hand, low market 
volatility has reduced this positive effect. Other parameters, such as general market div-
idend yield expectations and issuer risk, may also affect the price of SIPs in certain cir-
cumstances. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, pp. 20–21.) 
 
The value of the index-linked SIP is formed at the time of the issue in the same way as at 
other future moments prior to maturity. The only difference is the stability of the index 
level at the time of the issue. When the value of the index or index basket changes, the 
changes are reflected in the value of the product. Table 5 illustrates how the value of a  




As previously stated, the value of the index-linked SIP is significantly affected by changes 
in the value of the underlying asset. The intensity of the effects can be divided into three 
components: 
1. The prevailing level of the underlying asset (index) relative to the initial level 
2. The magnitude of the participation rate 
3. Method for averaging the observation values of the underlying asset. (Järvinen & 
Parviainen 2014, p. 133.) 
If the value of the SIP falls sharply immediately after the issuance, even large positive 
changes will not significantly affect the value of the product. For example, if the value of 
the underlying asset decreases significantly (80%), a substantial increase in value (500%) 
is required in order even to get back to the starting level (low delta: see sub-chapter 
3.2.3.). When the situation is the opposite—that is, when the value of the underlying 
asset rises significantly above its starting level—changes have a very sensitive effect on 
value creation. For instance, when the value of the underlying asset increases by 100%, 
in addition to the notional principal amount, the investor gets the return of 100% times 
the rate of return (high delta: see sub-chapter 3.2.3.). Thus, the higher the participation 
rate, the more changes in the value of the underlying asset affect the value of the SIP. 
Changes in the value of an underlying asset close to maturity have a very strong effect 
on the value of the SIP. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, pp. 132–133.) Thus, it can be stated 
 
 
Table 5. Effect of market events on the value of capital-protected SIPs (Järvinen & Par-
viainen, 2014, p. 132). 
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that the closer the maturity is, the more sensitive the changes in the value of the under-
lying index are to the value of the SIP. 
 
The effect of the averaging method on the value of the loan depends essentially on the 
length of the averaging period. The shorter the time, the more sensitively the value of 
the SIP reacts to changes in the value of the underlying index. In this case, a single ob-
servation has a significant effect on the final value of the SIP, in contrast to the long-term 
averaging. The longer the average period is, the less the final value of the SIP changes as 
the value of the underlying asset changes.  
 
If the averaging has not yet started, all future price observations are uncertain and de-
pend on the current level of the underlying index. As the value decreases, the expected 
value of all future price observations decreases. In turn, the effect of individual price 
observations reduces if averaging is already underway. The longer the averaging, the 
more certain one can be about the final value of the SIP, as the observed prices—from 
which the average is calculated—are already known. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, pp. 
134–135.) For example, in the one-year averaging method, a 10% fluctuation in the value 
of the underlying asset before the last monthly observation affects the final value by less 
than one per cent. 
 
4.4.3 Participation rate 
The most important factor related to the attractiveness of an index-linked SIP is the re-
turn factor, also called the participation rate. With a participation rate of 75%, the inves-
tor receives a return on their investment of 75% of the increase in the value of the un-
derlying index. Typically, the participation rate is less than one 100%, but higher partici-
pation rates are possible, for example, when selling at a premium. 
 
The participation rate is determined based on competitive and market conditions. The 
main factors influencing the participation rate are the interest rates and volatility (see 
sub-chapter 4.4.3). (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, pp. 136–137.) As interest rates fall, the 
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capital protection leg of the SIP becomes relatively more expensive. Correspondingly, 
when the rates rise, the participation rate becomes higher, as the share of capital pro-
tection in the structuring costs of the SIP decreases. In addition, when volatility levels 
are high, the price of an index call option used to generate index risk becomes more 
expensive compared to a low-volatility market. 
 
As previously stated, structuring index-linked SIP is particularly challenging due to low 
interest rates. After a safe zero-coupon investment, the money may no longer be enough 
to form a reasonable participation rate. However, a provider of a capital-protected SIP 
may seek to increase the attractiveness of its products in several ways. When the market 
situation is challenging for structuring traditional capital protected SIPs, the product pro-
vider can use, for example, the following packaging methods: 
1. Sale above par value (at a premium) (e.g., 102-105% of notional principal 
amount). 
2. Reasonable reduction of the participation rate. 
3. Longer averaging of the observation values of the underlying asset. 
4. Limiting the potential return to a specific maximum percentage (e.g., 50%). 
5. The underlying index follows a market with a high dividend yield or a low interest 
rate. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 123.) 
 
4.4.4 Distribution of profits and costs 
The peak of the return distribution on the capital-protected SIPs is at 0%, as all negative 
outcomes accumulate to zero due to capital-protection. The side of positive returns is 
more or less normally distributed, but in absolute terms at a lower level than the stock 
market return distribution. This phenomenon is mainly due to capital protection, which 
prevents these SIPs from reaching market returns in positive scenarios. Low yields on 
the positive side of the return distribution are also somewhat more common than high 
returns, leading to a thicker distribution of returns in the middle. This thickness is mainly 
due to frequently used participation rates of less than 100%, averaging, and missing div-
idend income. Also worth noting is the negative tail risk of the capital-protected SIPs, 
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which arises from the uncertainty related to the issuer's solvency. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 
2014, p. 175.) 
 
The price of a capital-protected SIP is usually formed as the difference between the cost 
of structuring and the selling price. Separate fees are typically not charged, with the ex-
ception of subscription fees invoiced by some operators. It is also worth paying attention 
to the number of actors in the distribution chain. The lower the number of different 
players involved in the distribution chain, the lower the total cost of the product. The 
most cost-effective solution is usually achieved by purchasing the product from a sup-
plier who issues, builds, and sells the product from end to end. (Järvinen & Parviai 2014, 
pp. 145–146.) 
 
4.5 Risks associated with SIPs 
SIPs are complex financial instruments whose risks and risk weights vary significantly be-
tween products. Due to partly negative and low interest rates, the product focus has 
shifted towards more structured and riskier SIPs with higher expected returns (FSPA, 
2015, 2018). The most common risks associated with SIPs are presented below. 
 
4.5.1 Issuer risk 
Issuer risk, also known as credit risk, is a very significant uncertainty factor for both buy-
ers and providers of SIPs. For the former, it manifests itself through the issuer's bank-
ruptcy risk and, for the latter, through the derivative counterparty risk. As previously 
noted, the issuer's risk of bankruptcy is reflected in the value of the SIP through a higher 
interest rate. In other words, the lower the credit rating of the issuer (see sub-chapter 
3.1.3.), the higher the discount rate and thus lower the price of the bond leg, which 
creates capital protection. 
 
In addition to credit ratings, there are many other ways to determine issuer risk. Efforts 
can be made to assess solvency by examining the issuer's financial statements, interims, 
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prospectuses, and other documents (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 148). Altman (1968) 
offers a Z-model as a solution, which is used to estimate the probability of bankruptcy 
risk using the weighted sum of the key figures formed from the company's financial 
statements. Findings of market-risk premiums can also be used to draw conclusions 
about bankruptcy risk if the issuer has CDS or corporate loan quotations (Järvinen & Par-
viainen 2014, p. 148). 
4.5.2 Market risk 
SIP providers are exposed to market risk due to the derivative—such as an option—in-
cluded in the product. The arranger usually hedges by entering into the counterparty risk 
transaction described above or, alternatively, by hedging the risk in the derivatives mar-
kets by itself. When covering market risks, the arranger body must closely monitor the 
so-called Greeks (see sub-chapter 3.2.3.). Elimination of risks may mean very active trad-
ing with the underlying assets. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 193.) 
 
4.5.3 Operational risk 
In addition to the uncertainties presented earlier, operators—such as banks—have to 
monitor the operational risk of derivatives trading. This typically refers to risk factors 




related to human error and personnel. The worst realized operational risks are usually 
intentional misconduct. An example of this is the bankruptcy of Bearings Bank in which 
Nick Leeson caused—by fraudulent trading—nearly $ 1 billion in trading losses to his 
employer by failing to follow the bank's existing processes and methods (Hull, 2015, p. 
18, pp. 806–807). In order to hedge against operational risk, a financial institution must 
carry out an active internal audit and assess the effects and probabilities of the realiza-
tion of risks. Various insurances can also be used to at least partially hedge against oper-
ational risk. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, pp. 202–204.) 
 
4.5.4 Three-tier risk categories 
The Finnish Structured Products Association (FSPA) has been an association established 
since 2005 to coordinate and improve self-regulation in the industry of SIPs. The aim is 
to monitor the interests of the members, to develop and maintain the public image of 
the market, and to co-operate with the authorities. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 92.) 
To clarify the product range, the association has developed a three-tier risk categorisa-
tion system for SIPs offered on the market. The risk categories are presented in Table 6. 




Table 6. Three-tier risk categorization (FSPA 2019). 
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More generally, from an issuer's perspective—which is usually a bank—credit risk shows 
up as credit losses, market risk as reduced net financial income (NFI), and operational 
risk typically as increased operational expenses. However, they all lead to the same ef-
fect—reduced profit and possible losses. Expecting the losses and planning is key, but in 
some quarters or years, even large unexpected losses may occur. In such times, the 
losses might be so significant that banks do not make a profit at all, which leads to the 
decreasing of the bank's equity. The most extreme situation is that a huge decrease in 
equity leads to bankruptcy—that is, the definition of defaulting or failing. In this scenario, 
realized issuer risk leads to the failure of SIP capital protection, as the capital repayments 
to bondholders are reduced to only a fraction of the face value of the bonds (cf. Lehman 
Brothers subchapter 2.1.1.). Therefore, the amount of bank's equity should be adjusted 
so that even severe problems—such as massive credit losses, market price declines, and 
significant operational risk incidents—can be overcome. In addition, investors need to 
be aware of the issuer risk and the factors affecting it. 
 
Logically, the banks can make more money by lending more, which leads to higher net 
interest income (NII), but also to the risk of having more substantial credit losses. Also, 
higher profits and higher NII can be achieved by having a smaller liquidity reserve, which 
is a backup for liquidity risk. Smaller liquidity reserve improves profitability as more 
money will be left for lending. Increased lending creates more money for banks since 
lending interest rates usually are higher than the rates paid on the assets that banks have 
on their liquidity reserve. Thus, if the reserve is smaller, NII is higher, but there is also a 
higher risk of non-survival in the case of a liquidity squeeze. To sum up, with less equity 
and smaller liquidity reserve, banks can have more income, but also more risk. This sum-
marizing links to one of the key findings of modern financial theory—more risk, more 




4.6 Capital-protected investing in general 
Capital-protected investing is a strategy that, in an issuer-risk-free world, can lead to a 
reasonable return without any risk of capital loss. Therefore, it is a very cautious invest-
ment strategy that allows the investor to sleep well at night. This sub-section briefly dis-
cusses capital-protected investing at a practical level. 
 
The main goal of capital-protected investing is to preserve the accumulated capital. In 
other words, according to this investment philosophy, the most important thing is to 
ensure the preservation of capital over time. In addition to this, it is often desired to be 
able to enjoy the possible positive value development of the selected market. 
 
Like other forms of investing, it is worthwhile for a capital-protecting investor to start by 
determining their own risk appetite. An investor who only desires a market interest rate 
as a return can invest in, for example, time deposits or short-term funds. Alternatively, 
slightly more risk-tolerant investors can also allocate part of their investment capital to, 
for instance, capital-protected SIPs. In this way, as the return expectation of the invest-
ment portfolio rises, the uncertainty of the return also increases. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 
2014, p. 101, p. 103.) 
 
When choosing capital-protected SIPs, attention should be paid to the transparency and 
liquidity of the underlying index asset. It is important to understand precisely what is 
included in the index, how the underlying components change, and what the criteria for 
those changes are. It is also a good idea to be aware of the known factors that affect the 
value of the index. Negative factors regarding expected price development include un-
derlying indices with high dividend yield and declining forward curve, a high correlation 
between underlying indices (index basket), long averaging of return observations with 
Asian options, different barrier-options, and yield cutters, and the underlying market in-
dex with a lower interest rate level compared to the domestic interest rate level. (Jä-





In the case of a traditional capital-protected index-linked SIP, the investor should seek to 
find thick-tailed indices with a relatively high probability of high volatility. According to 
Järvinen & Parviainen (2014), this feature of the index may not always be priced into 
options. There have been large positive market fluctuations of this style in the technol-
ogy industry and emerging stock markets, among others. (Järvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 
125.) 
 
4.7 Different types of SIPs 
The ever-increasing use of capital risk products is also attracting interest in the SIPs. As 
previously noted, the construction of capital-protected SIPs has been particularly chal-
lenging in recent years due to low interest rates. For this reason, the complexity of prod-
ucts and conditional capital protection—which depend on certain market events—have 
become more common. The investor may thus enjoy conditional or partial capital pro-
tection, which will be activated when pre-agreed barrier levels are not reached during 
the maturity. Nowadays, these conditionally capital-protected products form a large sub-
category of SIPs, where the return on principal amount is a default feature, but the prod-
uct can also include any risk factor depending on market conditions (Järvinen & Par-
viainen, 2014, p. 89). According to the three-tier risk categorization presented earlier 
(see Table 6), these are investment products with medium risk. 
 
Conditionally capital-protected SIPs typically include put options sold in various forms. 
This product category includes, for instance, SIP called autocallable, which is built using 
exotic knock-in put options. Conditionally capital-protected SIPs may be well-functioning 
products also in various negative market situations. Studies show that in crises, the mar-
ket typically overreacts to volatility, creating excellent opportunities to sell volatility. The 
following is a brief example of such a product, autocallable, in which the investor bears 
the risk in the event of a market collapse but receives reasonably high compensation for 
the risk she takes in a highly volatile environment. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, 125.) 
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Compared to more straightforward SIPs—such as fully capital-protected products—com-
plexity is associated with higher premiums (Stoimenov & Wilkens, 2005). An example of 
such a high-premium product is autocallable. An autocallable is a SIP—similar to a re-
verse convertible—that pays a high coupon rate when certain conditions are met (Jä-
rvinen & Parviainen 2014, p. 44; Deng et al., 2015). The investment period of such an 
investment is typically longer than that of a reverse convertible, and the capital protec-
tion is only valid if the values of the underlying assets do not fall below a specific pre-
arranged barrier level during the life of the product.  
 
An autocallable typically includes an automatic redemption clause. Thus, if the early re-
demption condition is met, the loan may expire before its original final maturity date. 
(Deng et al., 2015.) The final maturity date is typically set 4-5 years from the date of issue. 
The underlying asset of the autocallable may be, for instance, a basket of shares or indi-
ces, whose value development is monitored yearly on the observation date. (Järvinen & 
Parviainen, 2014, p. 90.) 
 
If all the underlying assets are at the pre-determined autocall level at the observation 
date, the autocallable expires prematurely. Upon this redemption, in addition to the re-
payment of the notional principal amount, the investor will be paid—relatively high—
unpaid coupon interest. Furthermore, if one of the underlying assets does not reach the 
autocall level by the observation date but has nevertheless fallen below the initial level 
by a specified percentage, the product will expire prematurely, and the investor will be 
paid coupon interest for that year. Moreover, if one or more of the underlying assets falls 
below the permitted barrier level by observation date, the investor will be left without 
any coupon payment for that year, and the loan will be rolled-over (extended) at least 
until the next observation date. 
 
Assuming that on the final maturity date, the underlying assets have all fallen to no more 
than the barrier level specified in terms of the product, the notional principal amount 
will be returned to the investor, and a high coupon interest will be paid. The worst 
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outcome for the investor will be realized if one of the underlying assets has fallen below 
the permitted barrier level by the final maturity date. In this scenario, the principal risk 
of the product opens and amount to be repaid to the investor is typically the difference 
between the notional principal amount and the impairment of the worst-developed un-
derlying index. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 44, p. 90, p. 220.) 
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5 Behavioral finance and SIPs 
This chapter provides an overview of the various theories that guide the behavior of 
investors. First, the traditional theories and thought patterns that dominate the litera-
ture and their assumptions are discussed. This discussion is followed by a look at more 
recent theories examining investor psychology. Appropriate behavioral theories are 
briefly presented, but the results of previous papers are used as a guideline since the 
purpose of this thesis is not to contribute to behavioral economics. These theories of 
behavioral economics question the concept of utility and preferences of traditional fi-
nancial theories. Behavioral theories are related to the thesis, as they can explain the 
popularity of capital-protected SIPs. This popularity is irrational according to traditional 
theories.  
 
One of the underlying assumptions of financial theory is that the functioning of financial 
markets is efficient. This efficiency means, inter alia, that prices reflect all relevant infor-
mation about the financial markets. If new information appears, securities prices always 
respond correctly and without delay. (Nikkinen, Rothovius & Sahlström 2002, p. 80.) 
There are countless players in the market, and information is immediately and readily 
available to everyone (Knüpfer & Puttonen 2017, p. 166). The market's allocative effi-
ciency is also complete, and investments are very liquid (Nikkinen et al., 2002, p. 80). 
 
Market efficiency is determined by the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) developed by 
Fama (1970) about all information contained in stock prices. This model has been used 
as a basis or assumption in a multitude of studies. According to the hypothesis, the mar-
ket can be effective in three different ways: 
1. Weak form: only historical price information is reflected in securities prices. 
2. Semi-strong: all publicly available information is factored in the prices. 




According to the MPT initially developed by Markowitz (1952), a rational investor diver-
sifies investments and maximizes the expected return, always choosing the portfolio 
with higher return expectation if the risk can be kept the same. Similarly, a lower risk 
level portfolio is selected from portfolios with the same expected return. This risk-return 
tradeoff is illustrated in Figure 9. 
According to the theory, an efficient portfolio can be formed by combining several in-
vestments and thus reducing the variance and standard deviation. The more investment 
products in a portfolio and the closer the correlation between returns is zero, the better 
the risk-reducing diversification effect will work. According to Markowitz (1952), from 
optimal portfolios, it is possible to form the efficient frontier that gives a maximum re-
turn. The formation of an efficient frontier is illustrated in Figure 10.  
 
The spheres in the figure illustrate investment portfolios with expected returns and 
standard deviations on the Y and X axes, respectively. It can be seen how investment 
options under the efficient frontier line are non-optimal. According to the theory, every 
rational profit-maximizing investor should move up and to the left of the figure towards 
an efficient frontier, to enable risk minimization and profit maximization. (Markowitz 










Figure 9. Risk-return tradeoff. 
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According to Sharpe (1964), securities prices form a linear capital market line (CML) at 
equilibrium, as also shown in Figure 9. According to the CAPM, which also describes the 
expected return ration and was developed on the basis of MPT, a higher expected return 
can only be achieved by increasing the level of risk. This model has also been named in 
a very well-known financial textbook as one of the seven most important ideas in the 
field of finance (see Brealey et al., 2014, p. 881.). The basic reality-simplifying assump-
tions of the CAPM are: 
1. Investors are risk-avoiding, and they aim to maximize the expected return. 
2. Investors are rational, and their choices are based on the risks and the returns of 
securities. 
3. All investors invest in the same investment period, and their expectations on the 
return and the risks to the securities are homogeneous. 
4. There is perfect competition in the market, so it is impossible for individual in-
vestors to influence the price levels. Information is also available free of charge 
to all parties at the same time. 
5. Investors can borrow and lend indefinitely at the risk-free interest rate. 











From here up the portfolios 
are on the efficient frontier
Capital market line (CML)
Figure 10. Efficient frontier and the capital market line (Markowitz 1952).
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7. There are no imperfections in the market, such as taxes and restrictions that 
could prevent securities from being sold short. 
8. All investments are fully divisible and marketable. (Bodie et al., 2014; Malkamäki 
& Marikainen, 1989, p. 83; Nikkinen et al., 2002.) 
Combining the theories of Markowitz (1952) and Sharpe (1964) in Figure 10, one can 
illustrate the axiom that a point hitting the tangent of a CML is theoretically efficient. 
This tangency portfolio also has the highest Sharpe ratio. In order to achieve a higher 
return, the investor must increase the level of risk. The latter is one of the key findings 
of modern financial theory. 
 
The models and theories presented above focus on explaining optimal investment be-
havior while making many drastic simplifications. Investors are seen as effective risk-ad-
justed return-maximizing rational individuals whose choices are not influenced by a lack 
of information, understanding, or computing skills. According to Brealey et al. (2014, p. 
328), early researchers have almost invariably believed Fama's (1970) EMH to be a re-
markably good description of reality. According to the researchers, the empirical evi-
dence in favor of the hypothesis has generally been so strong that all studies questioning 
it have been viewed with great doubt. However, the hypothesis and other basic theories 
have received much criticism. Several empirical findings on anomalies have been found, 
such as those related to market inefficiency and choices under uncertainty. Through this 
questioning, several studies have emerged that proved the existence of anomalies. 
(Brealy et al., 2014, p. 328.) 
 
As previously noted, according to the EMH, the information efficiency of financial mar-
kets is based on the assumption that prices react to new information as it emerges. The 
inclusion of such data in securities prices requires two things. First, investors must have 
access to all information relevant to the prices of securities (information supply). Second, 
investors must take into account all price-relevant information (information demand) to 
and take it fully into account in economic decision-making. (Schroff et al., 2015.) Given 
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the ever-increasing flow of information in financial markets, such assumptions seem at 
least questionable. 
 
In today's information economy, paying attention to the relevant information has be-
come a scarce cognitive resource. This scarcity applies to all types of investors, but espe-
cially to retail investors, who typically do not have sufficient time and resources. There-
fore, information cannot be claimed to be included in asset prices until all investors have 
considered all price-relevant information. (Schroff et al., 2015; Kahneman & Tversky, 
1979.) From this argument, it can be concluded that information efficiency cannot be 
true.  
 
Because of the numerous simplified assumptions, traditional financial theories can be 
criticized for being unrealistic in describing many choices. The following sub-chapter will 
move on to address behavioral research that offers alternative outcomes and perspec-
tives on investors as limited rational actors that do not function completely rationally 
from the frame of reference of traditional theories. 
 
5.1 Behavioral finance 
Behavioral economics is a field of microeconomics that consists of cognitive psychology 
and the constraints of arbitrage that can attempt to explain market inefficiencies. Cog-
nitive psychology is used to search for psychological regularities and observations that 
can be used to model behavior that deviates from rationality. These regularities, which 
deviate from traditional rationality, tend to be transferred to the investment choices of 
humans. The limitations of arbitrage relate to the mispricing of securities and the fact 
that assumptions about traditional financial textbook theories of perfect markets and 
pure arbitrage cannot, according to behavioral theory, be realized in the real world. 
(Knight, 2003; Hyytinen & Maliranta, 2015.) 
 
One of the most important assumptions about behavioral economics is the limited ra-
tionality of the actors. This refers to the actors' limited ability to understand their own 
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behavior and their environment. (Hyytinen & Maliranta, 2015.) Therefore, the concept 
questions the EMH assumptions about the actor's unlimited cognitive abilities and infor-
mation efficiency. Limited rationality can be used to describe, inter alia, investor deci-
sion-making in a situation where, despite their reasonable efforts, they cannot find op-
timal choices. 
 
According to Kahneman and Riepe (1998), investor choices are guided by preferences 
and beliefs. Choices are regarded as risk-taking in the decision-making process due to 
the uncertainty associated with the result. According to the researchers, investors make 
choices by giving them probability weights, which are significantly affected by the in-
vestor's own beliefs and preferences about risk appetite. Behavioral economics has cre-
ated many models that can also be used to describe investment behavior. The following 
are some definitions of systematic investment distortion presented by Ritter (2003) 
1. Heuristic: rule of thumb that simplify decision-making, which may also lead to 
negative outcomes. Heuristic behavior refers to the above-mentioned way for in-
vestors to weight alternatives with probabilities. 
2. Mental accounting bias: at the mental level, the investor internalises the money 
to belong to different accounts, and decisions are made independently of these 
mental accounts. For example, the amount of money received as a gift or tax 
refunds is perceived to be easier to waste than that earned through hard work. 
However, this mental accounting leads to choices that are questionable in invest-
ment activities as a whole. 
3. Anchoring: investors anchor themselves in the first observation, as they tend to 
make this state the norm and compare, for instance, their investment returns 
with the previous state (status quo). 
4. Overconfidence bias: investor's excessive self-confidence in their own abilities, 
which is manifested, for example, in too little investment diversification. The 
overconfidence bias is also revealed in high trading volume and exposure to over-
weight on secure investments, such as investments in well-known domestic com-
panies or capital-protected SIPs. 
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5. Framing effect: investors behave differently depending on how the investment 
opportunity is presented. 
6. Disposition effect: investors usually sell their holdings faster at a higher price 
compared to investments that are at a loss. This effect is reflected in the reduced 
trading volume in the bear market and the increased trade in the bull market. 
7. Gambler's fallacy: the investor's erroneous belief that completely independent 
events are interrelated. A classic example of this is coin tossing. 
8. Representativeness: investors overweight short averages and give excessive 
weight to long-term averages. This bias occurs, for instance, when an investor 
makes investment decisions based on recent information. 
 
The utility functions of investors vary due to different preferences. Preferences of inves-
tors are often divided—when talking about perceived utility—into risk-averse, risk-neu-
tral, and risk-seeking preferences. The utility function of risk-averse investors is concave. 
This kind of investor wants to ensure the preservation of capital. They invest safely, for 
example, in deposits, even though the weak long-term return expectation is already 
known. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 183). The risk-averse investor requires a higher 
risk premium compared to the risk-neutral and risk-seeking investors. For example, a 
capital-protected SIP can be an optimal investment vehicle for a risk-averse investor who 
wants to take the opportunity to get involved in potential positive market developments. 
 
The utility functions of risk-seeking investors are convex. These kinds of investors want 
to maximize the expected return in the long run and are willing to bear the risk of a total 
loss of capital. Significantly riskier products are suitable for investors with this type of 
preference. A suitable investment vehicle may be, for example, a collateralized debt ob-
ligation (CDO), which includes, in addition to issuer default risk, the credit risk of the 
companies in the reference portfolio. (Järvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 188).  
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There are many types of investors, but traditional expected utility based financial theo-
ries assume investors to be risk-neutral. Risk-neutral investors have preferences that are 
neither risk-seeking nor risk-averse. In this case, the investor is assumed to be indifferent 
between investment choices with equal return expectations. Investors assess their gain 
and loss perspectives symmetrically (see Figure 11), and, for instance, the pain of losing 
EUR 1 Million can only be compensated by the pleasure of gaining EUR 1 Million. Figure 
11 below illustrates this linear utility function of a risk-neutral investor. Contrary to the 
assumptions of traditional financial theories, recent research has shown that the major-
ity of investors belong to the risk-averse group. (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Järvinen & 
Parviainen, 2014, pp. 186–187.) 
 
5.2 Prospect theory 
The following sub-chapter presents the basics and main discussions of the prospect the-
ory developed by Kahneman and Tversky in 1979. The theory describes several classes 
of choice problems in which the preferences of individuals systematically violate the ax-
iom of the theory of expected utility. Based on the research findings, it is concluded that 
the expected utility theory—as it has often been interpreted and applied—is not a suffi-
ciently valid descriptive model. The offered model comes from prospect theory, which is 
an alternative way of modeling choice under uncertainty. The purpose of the theory is 











Figure 11. Linear utility function. 
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to the expected utility theory, criticism is also directed at the general paradigms prevail-
ing in economics. (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979.) 
 
The study of Kahneman and Tversky was from 1975 to 2000, the second most referenced 
paper in all economics and the best known of the publications related to behavioral the-
ories (Zhang & Gonzalez, 2004). The much-debated research in academia was continued 
in 1992 when Tversky and Kahneman (1992) published an updated version, the cumula-
tive prospect theory. The results obtained from both studies contradict the expected 
utility theory. 
 
Studies show that people underweight outcomes that are likely compared to outcomes 
that are certain. This phenomenon is called the certainty effect. According to the phe-
nomenon, the decision-maker avoids risk in a situation involving certain returns and 
seeks risk in a situation involving certain losses. According to the results, when making a 
profit, the majority of people are risk-averse. Still, when the possibility of a loss arises, 
people become more risk-seeking. Such a change in preferences based on psychology 
also materializes with the same investment options when the sign of the monetary gains 
of the prospects—that is, the possible future states—changes to minus. According to the 
researchers, this phenomenon, called the reflection effect, manifests itself in peoples' 
preferences at the zero point of gains and losses. However, the study by Tversky and 
Kahneman (1992) points out that prospect theory does not require full reflection as prof-
its turn into losses corresponding to their magnitude. (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; 
Tversky & Kahneman, 1992.) 
 
The expected utility theory may also be broken by the fact that people usually simplify 
decision situations with different options by ignoring the elements that connect pro-
spects and focus on the components that differentiate them from each other (Tversky, 
1972). This approach to the decision under risk leads, according to the researchers, to 
inconsistent preferences because potential choices can be decomposed into compo-
nents that connect and differentiate them in more than one way. These different 
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approaches sometimes lead to different preferences. The phenomenon is called the iso-
lation effect or The von Restorff effect. According to the general definition of the phe-
nomenon, if several homogeneous stimuli are presented to a decision-maker, she is 
more likely to remember the stimulus that stands out from the homogeneous set. (Par-
ker, Wilding & Akerman, 1998.) 
 
According to the underlying assumption of rational choice theory, choices should be con-
sistent with the options presented. Imagine a situation where a doctor tells a patient 
about serious illness for which the best chance of surviving is a somewhat risky surgery. 
According to the theory of rational choice, it is completely irrelevant whether the physi-
cian states that the probability of a fatal complication is 25 per cent or that the likelihood 
of survival is 75 per cent. The only difference between the scenarios is the way the in-
formation is organized in the patient's mind. However, research has shown that the way 
information is presented has significant, consistent, and predictable effects on an indi-
vidual's decision-making process. (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979.) 
 
One of the most important features of prospect theory is the reference point, which is 
used to look at gains and losses. This reference point is the starting point for an assess-
ment, understanding, or comparison in a decision-making process. It is the prevailing 
state (status quo), which refers to the point of reference from which decision-makers 
consider changes in the value of their assets when risk prevails. (Kahneman & Tversky, 
1979.) The lack of good reference points causes problems, as gains and losses are often 
experienced through reference points. The loss aversion and endowment effect are both 
psychological effects related to reference points. 
 
An analysis based on changes in the wealth allows gains and losses to be taken into ac-
count regardless of total wealth. This approach also differs from the expected utility the-
ory, where changes in wealth are viewed precisely through total wealth. According to 
the prospect theory, the value experienced when moving away from the reference point 
is formed as the change caused by gains and losses. (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992.) The 
decision between different prospects is mathematically experienced as follows: 
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  𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐸[𝑣(∆𝑊 )] = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐸[𝑣(𝑊 − 𝑊 )],   (21) 
 
where 
𝑣 = utility of the choice 
𝑊 = initial wealth   
𝑊 = reference point to which the change in wealth in situation 𝑊  is compared. 
(Barberis & Xiong, 2009.) 
 
According to the prospect theory, particularly a sudden decline in wealth causes an in-
crease in risk-seeking when a new state of loss has not yet been experienced as the pre-
vailing state (status quo). In addition, the increase in profit from EUR 50.00 to EUR 100.00 
seems to be greater for investors than the increase in profit from EUR 550.00 to EUR 
600.00. (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979.) This cognitive bias is due to the declining percep-
tual capacity, according to which the perceived effect of change decreases as one moves 
further away from the reference point. (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992.) 
 
Kahneman and Tversky (1979) seek to replace the linear utility function of a traditional 
risk-neutral investor with the utility function of prospect theory. This non-linear value 
function is shown in Figure 12 (cf. Figure 11). The function aims to illustrate the perceived 
utility of both gains and losses. The vertical axis of this two-dimensional graph depicts 
the subjective utility perceived by the investor, while the horizontal axis depicts the ob-
jective returns. The graph is generally concave for gains and convex for losses. (Kahne-
man & Tversky, 1979.) 
 
The graph that makes up the function—whose reference point is at the origo—can be 
said to resemble the shape of the letter S. The utility function describes the general prin-
ciples of prospect theory—loss aversion, reflection effect, and the diminishing sensitivity 
to price changes. The loss aversion is observed at the steeper point of the function to 
the left of the reference point. The shape depicting the profits to the right of origo is 
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much more gently sloping. Thus, the utility from the profits is perceived to be signifi-
cantly less than the disutility generated by a loss of the same magnitude. 
 
  
In their study, Tversky and Kahneman (1992) prove that losses are valued to be 2.25 
times stronger than gains of the same magnitude. It can be concluded from this that an 
investor chooses a prospect with an equal chance of profit and loss only if the profit is 
at least about twice the loss. On the other hand, as losses increase, the profits that offset 
them must more than double. 
 
The reflection effect also stands out from the utility function, which manifests itself in 
the avoidance of risks in the case of profits. According to the theory, it is much more 
sensible for an investor who avoids losses to redeem profits than to continue risking 
them. This logic explains the increasing risk-aversion to the right of the reference point 
(origo). In contrast, the steep form of the utility function in the side of losses encourages 
the investor to offset the losses by taking excessive risks, as this may compensate for the 
large loss previously caused. The observed phenomenon also has a negative effect on 
investors' willingness to realize unprofitable investments. (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979.) 
 
Figure 12. Prospect theory utility function (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). 
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In addition, figure 12 illustrates the aforementioned diminishing sensitivity to prices as 
a decreasing change in the utility of wealth as the price moves further away from the 
reference point. (Barberis, 2013). Thus, the perceived utility of both gains and losses de-
creases as the value of the asset moves further away from the origo. The function de-
scribing the value can also be expressed mathematically as follows: 
 
  𝑉(𝑥) =
𝑥 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≥ 0
−𝜆(−𝑥) , 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 < 0
,     (22) 
 
where 
𝑥 = the value of the outcome  
𝛼 = coefficient for risk-aversion 
𝛽 = coefficient for risk-taking   
𝜆 = coefficient for loss aversion. (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992.) 
 
According to Tversky and Kahneman (1992), the parameters α and β are 0.88, which 
manifests itself as a diminishing sensitivity and causes a curved shape of the value func-
tion. Loss aversion is already described by the above-mentioned value λ = 2.25. Investor 
irrationality and diminishing sensitivity can also be explained by the probability 
weighting functions developed by Kahneman and Tversky, which are shown in Figure 13 
below. 
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It can be seen from Figure 13 how the changes in probabilities are experienced more 
strongly closer to the extreme values. In the mid-range of the probabilities, the situation 
is quite different. Increasing the probability by 0.1 from 0.9 to 1.0 or zero to 0.1 seems 
to be experienced significantly stronger than an increase in probabilities from 0.5 to 0.6. 
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992.) 
 
Based on prospect theory and other psychological heuristics, it can be said that the ma-
jority of individuals who save and invest belong to a group of people who experience 
losses and profits asymmetrically in their utility functions. For the investor with such an 
investment profile—where the utility function forms non-linearly—a capital-protected 
SIP may be an optimal investment option. 
 
Figure 13. Probability weighting function for profits 




6 Data and methodology 
This chapter explains how the research hypothesis is tested empirically. The null hypoth-
esis suggests that there are no return performance differences between stock indices 
and capital-protected SIPs. More precisely, the aim is to examine the five-year perfor-
mance in the market-adjusted framework by investigating the overall performance of 
SIPs with a five-year tenor. In order to test the research hypothesis, comprehensive com-
parisons are made for all products in the whole sample as well as for the different port-
folios by using appropriate stock market indices as a market portfolio. 
 
This chapter incorporates three sub-chapters. Firstly, the data collection process is de-
scribed shortly. In the second sub-chapter, the data used in the empirical part of the 
study is described in more detail. Also, the classification of SIPs into portfolios is briefly 
described. Thereafter, the research methodology that is employed to test the return per-
formance of SIPs is explained in a more detailed manner. Two different market-adjusted 
methods—market-adjusted abnormal returns method, and market-adjusted long-run 
wealth relatives method—are used. 
 
In both methods, the Student's (1908) 𝑡-test is employed to determine whether the null 
hypothesis holds true for all the products as well as for the different product portfolios. 
The 𝑡-test for one-sample is utilized in order to test if the mean abnormal returns differ 
statistically significantly from zero. In addition, the 𝑡-test for two-sample assuming une-
qual variances is employed to test the equality of means between different portfolios. 
This way, also the possible statistical differences between the mean abnormal returns of 
SIPs with different underlying stock indices can be analyzed. 
 
The research hypothesis is also tested with two non-parametric methods. The Wilcox-
on's (1945) ranked-sum test is used to test if the median abnormal returns differ signifi-
cantly from zero. Also, the equality of medians between portfolios is tested with the 
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank test. By doing this, the possible statistical significance of 
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differences between the median abnormal returns of SIPs with different underlying stock 
indices can be tested. 
 
The observation period spans the time from 2010 to 2019. The return on SIPs is often 
tied to price indices because the OTC market for those indices is significantly more liquid 
than for the TRIs. The return characteristics of the SIPs in the thesis are compared to the 
appropriate equity market indices. Indices used in comparisons are TRIs of Euro Stoxx 50, 
OMX Nordic All-Share, and OMX Helsinki. These types of total return indices are chosen 
because an investor would receive dividends if she decides to hold all the shares of firms 
in the index or, alternatively, buy an exchange-traded fund (ETF) that tracks the index. 
 
Euro Stoxx 50, OMX Nordic All-Share, and OMX Helsinki have been selected to reflect 
stock market returns, as the sample of SIPs used in the thesis is allotted into three port-
folios based on the underlying assets of the products. The comparison between the per-
formance of capital-protected SIPs and indices proxying equity market returns is made 
in order to see the return differences between the two different passive investing strat-
egies during the observation period. 
 
6.1 Data collection 
The data related to SIPs is collected from Danske Bank via e-mail. Danske was the only 
bank that agreed to cooperate. The first set of e-mails designed for the respondents con-
tained data collection requests related to a variety of research problems and SIP catego-
ries. The main idea was to survey the availability of the data and the willingness of banks 
to cooperate. After the first round, discussions were actively pursued, and further ques-
tions were raised. 
 
First, all the bankers in the target group were approached with the same message con-
taining questions about the bank's interest in various topics related to SIPs. In the second 
stage, more specific questions were raised regarding the availability and the amount of 
the data. These e-mails mainly included questions about the costs of building SIPs, and 
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how the prices have evolved and developed in the primary and secondary markets. Such 
questions were formulated to be as understandable as possible. The aim was to raise the 
banks' interest in the research topic as well as to gather as much information as possible. 
 
The material provided by the bank included the returns on invested notional principal 
capital and the final term prospectuses of 176 fully capital-protected SIPs. The returns 
on invested notional capital have been confirmed with the option counterparty and paid 
to the investors. Research based on this return data aims to provide unique and valuable 
insights and support in drawing general conclusions about the performance of fully cap-
ital-protected SIPs issued in Finland.  
 
6.2 Data description 
The data used in this empirical analysis includes 39 fully capital-protected SIPs issued 
and expired between 2010 and 2019. The original data set consists of 176 fully capital-
protected investment products. However, in order to conduct a sensible study, the sam-
ple that is used in the thesis excludes 137 products due to radical differences in terms of 
underlying assets, maturities, degree of participation rate, issue prices, and data unavail-
ability.  
 
As mentioned before, only the return data in terms of return on notional capital of the 
products was provided. However, the provided prospectuses could also be used to derive 
a holding period returns (HPRs) of each product for the entire invested capital. These 
calculations will be explained later in this chapter.  
 
Return data for the TRIs of Euro Stoxx 50 (DJES50I(RI)), OMX Nordic All-Share (OM-
NASHE(RI)), and OMX Helsinki (HEXINDX(RI)) is obtained from Thomson Reuters. Euro 
Stoxx 50, OMX Nordic All-Share, and OMX Helsinki have been selected to proxy equity 
market returns as the SIPs—used in this study—are divided into three different catego-
ries based on the underlying assets they contain.  
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6.3 Classification of SIPs into portfolios 
In the thesis, SIPs are classified into three different categories. This method is used to 
interpret the return performance as well as performance differences between different 
fully capital-protected index-linked products. Classifications into (i) Europe, (ii) Nordic, 
and (iii) Finland portfolios is done according to underlying assets of each SIP. The 10 
products whose underlying asset is an index following European stocks are included in 
the Europe portfolio, while the 16 products whose underlying assets is an index tracking 
stocks from the Nordic countries are included in the Nordic portfolio. The third portfolio 
is called Finland, and it consists of 13 products whose underlying asset is an index that 
tracks the shares of 36 large publicly-traded Finnish companies. In addition, statistics for 
all 39 products are also reported, and the fourth formed portfolio is called (iv) All.  
 
Because of this classification, in order to make a sensible comparison, three aftermen-
tioned TRIs have been selected to proxy equity market returns as benchmark indices. 
The TRIs are Euro Stoxx 50, OMX Nordic All-Share, and OMX Helsinki, as they follow Eu-
ropean, Nordic, and Finnish stocks, respectively. Logically, the Europe portfolio is com-
pared to the Euro Stoxx 50, the Nordic portfolio to the OMX Nordic All-Share, and the 
Finland portfolio to the OMX Helsinki. A statistical comparison of all 39 products in the 
whole sample has also been made by comparing it with the Euro Stoxx 50 TRI, as the 
underlying stock indices of all SIPs in the whole sample are tracking stocks from the Eu-
ropean countries. 
 
As can be seen, one of the limitations of the empirical part of the study is, unfortunately, 
the tiny number of SIPs in the sample. The distribution of products is also unevenly dis-
tributed in terms of issues. These are due to the previously mentioned poor availability 
of data and the fact that the issuances of new capital-protected products have decreased 
substantially due to low interest rates (FSPA, 2015, 2018). Because of these reasons, re-




The thesis focuses on the return performance of SIPs with 100%-level of capital protec-
tion combined with a stock index call option. The return characteristics are compared to 
those of the suitable stock indices. SIPs investigated in the thesis are approximately five-
year products. The thesis relies on two main approaches to measure the performance of 
the SIPs. These two different market-adjusted long-run methods are presented in the 
following sub-chapters. 
 
6.4.1 Market-adjusted long-run abnormal returns  
In order to calculate the market-adjusted abnormal returns (ARs) for SIPs, the HPRs for 
each product needs to be computed. The formula is presented below. 
 
𝐻𝑃𝑅 , = 1 + 𝑟 , − 1,    (23) 
 
where 
𝐻𝑃𝑅 ,  = is the holding period return for product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 
𝑟 ,  = the return for product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 
 
Due to the somewhat cumbersome data provided for the thesis, other means are also 
needed in order to calculate HPRs. The total percentage return 𝐻𝑃𝑅 —received from 
holding each SIP over its lifetime—is derived from the product-specific returns on the 
notional amount. The issue prices and redemption amounts used in the HPR calculations 
have been hand-collected from the final term prospectuses of each product. The total 
return on a notional amount has been converted to HPR by using the following formula. 
 
𝐻𝑃𝑅 , =




𝐻𝑃𝑅 ,  = the holding period return for product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 
𝑃  = the total return on the invested notional capital for product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 
𝐼  = the issue price in percentages for product 𝑖 in period 𝑡. 
 
The reason why the return on the notional principal amount is not the same as the return 
on the entire invested capital is that some products are issued out at a premium. In other 
words, the issue price has been above par value (>FV) of a ZCB. This premium payment 
means that investors have had to pay more than the capital-protected notional principal 
amount for the investment. This issue has been discussed earlier in the thesis in sub-
chapter 4.4. 
 
In addition, the HPRs of the thesis are subject to different time periods, and the total age 
of the products in the whole sample has varied slightly between 1839 and 1877 days. As 
a result of this, there is little unreliability, and the results should be interpreted with 
some caution. Despite the small variations of the days, the SIPs—used in the thesis—are 
said to have a five-year tenor. However, as previously stated, the comparisons to the TRIs 
are reliable because the returns of each TRI have been collected from the same time 
period as the comparable SIP has been on the market. That is, the HPRs for the market 
indices have been computed for the period between the issue date and maturity date of 
the comparable SIP. 
 
The AR for each SIP is simply calculated by taking the difference between the return on 
the SIP and the return on the appropriate stock market index in the same time period. 
AR is expressed as follows. 
 
𝑎𝑟 , = 𝐻𝑃𝑅 , − 𝑟 , ,     (25) 
 
where 
𝑎𝑟 ,  = the abnormal return for product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 
𝑟 ,  = the corresponding market portfolio return. 
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Subsequently, equally-weighted mean ARs are reported separately for the Europe, Nor-
dic, and Finland portfolios as well as for the complete sample of 39 SIPs (“All”). This is 
done in order to interpret the return performance of different product portfolios. The 





, ,     (26) 
 
where 
𝐴𝑅 ,  = the mean abnormal return for the portfolio 𝑝 in period 𝑡 
𝑛 ,  = the number of 𝑖 products in the portfolio 𝑝 in period 𝑡 
 
Finally, it is measured whether 𝐴𝑅 ,  differ statistically significantly from zero by using 






,      (27) 
 
where 
𝑡 = the Student's 𝑡-statistic 
𝑠 ,  = the sample standard deviation of the abnormal returns in the portfolio   
𝑝 in period 𝑡, calculated by using the n-1 method. The formula is presented below. 
 
The sample standard deviation assumes that the data is a sample of the population. This 
is the right method as the data by no means covers the entire population. Calculations 





,     (28) 
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Statistical significance is denoted with *, **, and ***, indicating significance at levels of 
10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. The conclusion chapter reports both the p-values and the 
𝑡-statistics in the result tables. 
 
Furthermore, medians are calculated and reported, as the mean does not always give a 
fair picture of the data. This is due to possible outliers. The relatively larger or smaller 
values the data set contains, the more it affects the average. In contrast to the mean 
measure, the median is a measure that indicates the center of a numerical dataset. 
Therefore, it reasonably fulfills the objective of measuring the central tendency of the 
data.  
 
In the case of this study, the null hypothesis is that the median measures are statistically 
zero. This hypothesis is tested by Wilcoxon's (1945) ranked-sum test, and the p-values 
for medians are also shown in the result tables. Both median and mean tests have been 
performed under the assumption of independence. 
 
In order to compare the equally-weighted mean ARs between the Europe, Nordic, and 
Finland portfolios, an independent Student's two-sample 𝑡-test for unequal variances 
and sample sizes is employed to test whether there is statistical equality of differences 
in means. In other words, the method tells whether the differences—measured in 
means—could have happened by chance. For example, if 𝐴𝑅 ,   and 𝐴𝑅 ,   are the 
mean ARs, respectively,  for the Europe and Nordic portfolios, then the Student's two-
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where 
𝑠 ,  = the sample variance of the abnormal returns in the portfolio 𝑝 in period 𝑡, cal-
culated by using the previously explained n-1 method. 
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Moreover, the statistical equality of medians—between the equally-weighted ARs be-
tween the Europe, Nordic, and Finland portfolios—has been tested by using the non-
parametric Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank test with Yates continuity correction factor 
and ties correction. Both corrections only apply to the normal approximation. Also, the 
test is done under the assumption of independence.  
 
6.4.2 Market-adjusted long-run wealth relatives  
The wealth relatives (WRs) have been chosen to be the second market-adjusted method 
for measuring SIP returns in the long-run. In the thesis, it is intended to measure the TR 
from a buy and hold strategy where a capital-protected SIP is purchased at the time of 
issue and held until maturity.  
 
To be able to interpret the total HPR, the overall returns of each SIP and their bench-
marks are equally-weighted. Following, e.g., Ritter (1991), Spiess and Affleck-Graves 
(1995), Loughran and Ritter (1995), Brav, Geczy and Gompers (2000), Alvarez and Gon-
zalez (2005) and Hahl, Vähämaa and Äijö (2014) WRs are computed as a performance 
measure. The WRs are utilized to measure market-adjusted SIP returns in the long-run 
(five-year period). This performance measure, 𝑤𝑟 , , for each SIP 𝑖 from time 𝑡 = 1 to 𝑇 





,     (30) 
 
where 
𝑤𝑟 ,  = the wealth relative for product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 
𝑟i,t = the holding period return on the product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 
𝑟m,t = the corresponding market portfolio return. 
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The WR method has been widely used when studying market-adjusted returns for initial 
public offerings (IPOs) in the short-run and long-run periods. The best-known studies on 
the subject have been conducted by Ritter (1991), Brav et al. (2000), and Álvarez et al. 
(2005).  
 
The WRs do not have the same disadvantage with, for example, the cumulative abnor-
mal returns (CARs) method, because WRs accurately reflect the wealth effect on an in-
vestor. This is because of the fact that the WRs take into consideration the compounding 
returns. In addition, CARs assume the frequent rebalancing of the portfolio. Therefore, 
the advantage of using the WRs when examining the market-adjusted ARs for both IPOs 
and SIPs is that WRs are an exceptionally straightforward measure to interpret. A WR 
with a greater value than 1.00 is interpreted as the SIP outperforming the market port-
folio. In contrast, a WR with a value under 1.00 suggests that a SIP is outperformed by 
the market. 
 
For the null hypothesis to hold true, the WRs should average to unity. This follows that 
the average of 𝑤𝑟 ,  for each product should equal to one. The following formula shows 




𝑤𝑟 , ,     (31) 
 
where 
𝑊𝑅 ,  = the mean wealth relative for the portfolio 𝑝 in period in period 𝑡 
𝑛 ,  = the number of 𝑖 products in the portfolio 𝑝 in period 𝑡. 
 
Finally—similarly to market-adjusted ARs—it is measured whether the portfolio WRs dif-










𝑡 = the Student's 𝑡-statistic 
𝑠 ,  = the sample standard deviation of the wealth relatives in the portfolio 𝑝 in pe-
riod t, calculated by using the n-1 method. 
 
As discussed earlier, the sample standard deviation assumes that the data is a sample of 
the population. This is because the return data of SIPs do not cover the whole population. 
Standard deviations have been computed by using the n-1 method, as aforementioned, 
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As in the case of ARs, the statistical significance of WR figures is also denoted with *, **, 
and ***, indicating significance at levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. The conclusion 
chapter reports both the p-values and the 𝑡-statistics in the result tables.  
 
Moreover, to ensure the most accurate and sufficient results, the medians have also 
been reported and calculated with the aim of measuring the central tendency of the data 
comprehensively. With respect to the research hypotheses, the null hypothesis is that 
the medians do not differ statistically significantly from 1.00. To test this null hypothesis, 
the Wilcoxon's (1945) ranked-sum test is utilized, and the p-values for medians are also 
shown in the result tables. Both median and mean tests have been performed under the 
assumption of independence. 
 
In order to compare the equally-weighted WRs between the Europe, Nordic, and Finland 
portfolios, an independent Student's two-sample 𝑡-test for unequal variances and sam-
ple sizes is employed to test whether there is statistical equality of differences in means. 
In other words, the method tells whether the differences—measured in means—could 
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have happened by chance. For example, if 𝑊𝑅 ,  and 𝑊𝑅 ,  are the mean WRs, re-
spectively,  for the Europe and Nordic portfolios, then the Student's two-sample 𝑡-statis-








,      (34) 
 
where 
𝑠 ,  = the sample variance of the wealth relatives in the portfolio 𝑝 in period 𝑡, calcu-
lated by using the n-1 method. 
 
As was done with the ARs, the statistical equality of medians between portfolios has also 
been tested by utilizing the non-parametric Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank test. In addi-
tion, this is similarly done by using the assumption of independence. 
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7 Empirical results 
This chapter presents the descriptive statistics as well as research results obtained in the 
empirical part of the thesis. The research hypothesis is tested with two market-adjusted 
methods. Furthermore, as noted previously, the means of both methods are tested by 
using two different versions of the Student's (1908) 𝑡 -test. Similarly, the medians for 
both market-adjusted techniques are tested with two commonly used statistical non-
parametric tests. 
 
7.1 Descriptive statistics 
As previously noted, the empirical analysis of this study is conducted by using the return 
data of 39 capital-protected SIPs. The return data for the suitable total return equity in-
dices is used to proxy the market portfolio returns. The SIPs return performance data is 
from Danske bank, and its prospectus documents partly collected by hand. Index data is 
obtained from Thomson Reuters. 
 
The HPRs for the SIP portfolios are illustrated in Table 7. From the figures, it is apparent 
that HPRs are quite close to each other in all portfolios. More precisely, the Europe, Nor-
dic, and Finland portfolios are very similar in terms of HPRs, with means (medians) of 
0.23 (0.21), 0.21 (0.20), and 0.22 (0.23), respectively. Thus, according to the mean HPRs, 
the Europe portfolio is most successful in economic terms. On the other hand, in terms 
of median HPRs, the most successful portfolio is Finland. The Nordic portfolio is the 
worst-performing product portfolio in terms of both HPR calculation methods. 
 
As can be seen from Table 7, HPRs are deviating from 0.08 to 0.40. The figures also show 
that Europe and Finland portfolios have remarkably higher standard deviations (0.10 for 
both) compared to the Nordic portfolio (0.06). Moreover, the descriptive statistics table 
also shows that the number of HPR observations for Europe, Nordic, Finland, and All 
portfolios are 10, 16, 13, and 39, respectively. 
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The comparisons are made for all products in the whole sample as well as for the differ-
ent portfolios by using appropriate stock indices as market indices. The HPRs of these 
total return stock indices are illustrated in Table 8. At this point, it is particularly worth 
recalling that—to ensure comparability—the returns of each TRI have been collected 
from the same time period as the comparable SIP has been on the market. That is the 
period between the issue date and maturity date of the comparable SIP. 
 
From the figures of Table 8, it is apparent that HPRs of TRIs have not been as close to 
each other as in the case of SIP portfolios. Moreover, in terms of mean HPRs, Table 8 
indicates that OMX Helsinki has had the highest returns (0.66). Moreover, OMX Nordic 
All-Share has performed a little worse (0.54) than OMX Helsinki, but the performance of 
Euro Stoxx 50 has been almost twice as poor (0.35) as OMX Helsinki index. The order 
remains exactly the same with respect to the median HPRs. 
 
It can be seen from Table 8 that these HPRs are also strongly deviated, as the range from 
0.18 to 1.11 shows. Thus, the data would seem to suggest that, in general, the standard 
deviations of the indices are higher than those of the SIPs. Furthermore, the statistics 
show that OMX Helsinki has more than three times the standard deviation compared to 
the OMX Nordic All-Share index (0.26 vs. 0.08). Compared to the Euro Stoxx 50 index, 




HPR Mean Median SD. Min. Max. N 
Europe 0.23 0.21 0.10 0.08 0.40 10 
Nordic 0.21 0.20 0.06 0.11 0.33 16 
Finland 0.22 0.23 0.10 0.07 0.38 13 
All 0.22 0.21 0.08 0.07 0.40 39 
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7.2 Abnormal returns 
The AR is the percentage difference between the HPR on the SIP and the return on the 
chosen benchmark index in the same time period. In Table 9, all the mean and median 
ARs are reported separately for the Europe, Nordic, and Finland portfolios as well as for 
the whole sample of 39 SIPs (“All”).  
 
The ARs range from -0.33 to 0.11 for the Europe portfolio, from -0.48 to -0.23 for the 
Nordic portfolio, and from -0.81 to -0.23 for the Finland portfolio. For all 39 products, 
the ARs ranged from -0.49 to 0.11. Thus, ARs are quite deviated, as they range totally 
from -0.81 to 0.11. The statistics also suggest that Europe and Finland portfolios have 
considerably higher standards deviations as they are 0.13 and 0.18, respectively. The 
standard deviation of the Nordic portfolio is 0.07. This is logically in line with the descrip-
tive statistics on HPRs for the SIPs in Table 7. 
 
The p-values and 𝑡-statistics in the table for the mean ARs have been computed by the 
Student's (1908) 𝑡-test. The 𝑡-test for one-sample is used to test if the mean ARs differ 
significantly from zero, and the 𝑡-test for two-sample assuming unequal variances is uti-
lized in order to test the equality of means between the ARs of different product portfo-
lios. This way, the possible statistical differences between the mean ARs of SIPs with dif-
ferent underlying stock indices can be tested. 
 
 
HPR Mean Median SD. Min. Max. N 
Euro Stoxx 50 0.35 0.32 0.13 0.18 0.54 10 
OMX Nordic All-Share 0.54 0.53 0.08 0.42 0.76 16 
OMX Helsinki 0.66 0.57 0.26 0.33 1.11 13 
Euro Stoxx 50 0.40 0.32 0.17 0.18 0.85 39 
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Table 9. Abnormal returns. 
 
 
Normal, exact, and simulated p-values (based on 10 000 samples) for the median ARs 
have been obtained by the two commonly used non-parametric statistical methods. 
Both ties corrections and continuity corrections are used, but it should be noted that 
these correction methods only apply to the normal approximation. In other words, these 
two corrections do not apply to the exact and simulated versions of the non-parametric 
tests.  
 
The Wilcoxon's (1945) ranked-sum test is employed to test whether the median ARs dif-
fer significantly from zero, and the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank test is utilized in order 
to test the equality of medians between the ARs of different SIP portfolios. By using this 
procedure, the possible statistical differences between the median ARs of SIPs with dif-
ferent underlying stock indices can be tested. 
 
According to the statistics, the Europe, Nordic, and Finland portfolios—as well as the 
whole sample—have been statistically significantly and economically overpriced on av-
erage. Mean (median) AR of Europe portfolio is -0.12 (-0.13) at the 5% level of signifi-
cance. Furthermore, mean (median) ARs for the Nordic, Finland, and All portfolios have 
been -0.33 (-0.31), -0.45 (-0.44), and -0.18 (-0.16) at the 1% level of significance, 
ABNORMAL RETURNS 
(AR) Europe Nordic Finland All E - N E - F N - F 
Mean -0.12** -0.33*** -0.45*** -0.18*** 0.21*** 0.32*** 0.12** 
t-statistic (-2.922) (-17.850) (-9.076) (-7.175) (4.432) (4.944) (2.203) 
Mean p-value 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.044 
Median -0.13** -0.31*** -0.44*** -0.16*** 0.18*** 0.31*** 0.13* 
Median p-value 0.025 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.062 
Median exact p-value 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.062 
Median simul. p-value 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.061 
Min. -0.33 -0.48 -0.81 -0.49       
Max. 0.11 -0.23 -0.23 0.11       
SD. 0.13 0.07 0.18 0.16       
N 10 16 13 39       
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respectively. Hence, the null hypothesis can be rejected, as it is quite clear that both the 
means and medians differ from zero. 
 
In addition, it can be seen that both mean (-0.12) and median (-0.13) ARs are consider-
ably higher for the Europe portfolio. However, the mean and median ARs of all portfolios 
are quite far away from zero. Thus, the data would also seem to indicate that, in terms 
of means and medians, SIPs are incapable of generating positive ARs. 
 
Another interest in Table 9 is the comparison of the ARs between the SIP portfolios. As 
can be seen from the table, the difference in means (medians) between Europe and Nor-
dic, Europe and Finland, and Nordic and Finland portfolios are 0.21 (0.18), 0.32 (0.31), 
and 0.12 (0.13), respectively. Therefore, the data would seem to suggest that the mean 
and median ARs of the Europe portfolio are different from those of other SIP portfolios. 
In addition, because of the mathematical difference between the Europe portfolio and 
the comparable portfolio is positive in both cases, the data indicates that the Europe 
portfolio performs better than the Nordic and Finland portfolios in the whole sample.  
 
Furthermore, differences in both means and medians between Europe and Nordic, as 
well as the Europe and Finland portfolios, have been statistically significant at a 1% level. 
This significance indicates strong evidence of the superior AR performance of the Europe 
portfolio when compared to the Nordic and Finland portfolios. The difference in mean 
(median) ARs between the Nordic and Finland portfolios have been statistically signifi-
cant at a 5% (10%) level, which suggests that the AR performance of the Nordic portfolio 
has been better than that of the Finland portfolio.  
 
Finally, overall, the performance of SIPs has been undoubtedly weak, with all mean and 
median ARs being negative. There is enough evidence to infer that the ARs are signifi-
cantly below zero. Thus, capital-protected SIPs, whose underlying asset is tracking Euro-
pean, Nordic, or Finnish stocks, appear to underperform the market portfolio. 
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7.3 Wealth relatives 
The wealth relative (WR) is a performance measure, which is utilized to measure market-
adjusted SIP returns in the five-year period. A WR with a greater value than 1.00 is inter-
preted as the SIP outperforming the equity market index, and vice versa. 
 
Table 10 presents the statistics for the mean and median WRs separately for the Europe, 
Nordic, and Finland portfolios as well as for the complete sample of 39 SIPs (“All”). The 
statistics show that the WRs range from 0.76 to 1.09 for the Europe portfolio, from 0.70 
to 0.84 for the Nordic portfolio, and from 0.62 to 0.83 for the Finland portfolio. For all 
39 products, the range is from 0.71 to 1.09. Thus, all the WRs range from 0.62 to 1.09. 
The statistics also show that the standard deviation for Europe, Nordic, Finland, and All 
portfolios are 0.10, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.10, respectively. 
 
Table 10. Wealth relatives. 
 
 
Statistically speaking, the p-values and 𝑡-statistics in the table for the mean WRs have 
been computed by the Student's (1908) 𝑡-test. The 𝑡-test for one-sample is applied to 
test if the mean WRs differ significantly from 1.00, and the 𝑡-test for two-sample assum-
ing unequal variances is utilized in order to test the equality of means between the WRs 
WEALTH RELATIVES 
(WR) Europe Nordic Finland 
 
All E - N E - F N - F 
Mean 0.91** 0.79*** 0.74***  0.88*** 0.13*** 0.17*** 0.05** 
t-statistic -2.825 -20.984 -14.505  -7.665 3.960 4.887 2.210 
Mean p-value 0.020 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.002 0.000 0.040 
Median 0.91** 0.79*** 0.72***  0.89*** 0.12*** 0.19*** 0.07** 
Median p-value 0.041 0.000 0.002  0.000 0.001 0.000 0.046 
Median exact p-value 0.037 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.045 
Median simul. p-value 0.038 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.044 
Min. 0.76 0.70 0.62  0.71       
Max. 1.09 0.84 0.83  1.09       
SD. 0.10 0.04 0.06  0.10       
N 10 16 13  39       
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of different SIP portfolios. Thus, the possible statistical differences between the mean 
ARs of SIPs with different underlying stock indices can be tested. 
 
Normal, exact, and simulated p-values (based on 10 000 iterations) for the median WRs 
have been obtained by the two non-parametric statistical methods. Both ties corrections 
and continuity corrections are used, but it should be pointed out that these correction 
methods only apply to the normal approximation. Alternatively stated, these two cor-
rections do not apply to the exact and simulated versions of the non-parametric tests.  
 
The Wilcoxon's (1945) ranked-sum test is applied to test whether the median WRs differ 
significantly from 1.00, and the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank test is employed in order 
to test the equality of medians between the WRs of different product portfolios. By using 
this method, the possible differences between the median WRs of a different kinds of 
SIPs can be statistically tested. 
 
As can be noted from Table 10, all the WRs are statistically significantly different from 
1.00 for any of the four SIP portfolios. The statistics show that Europe, Nordic, Finland, 
and All portfolios have been significantly and economically overpriced on average. The 
mean and median WRs of the Europe portfolio are both 0.91 at the 5% level of signifi-
cance. Furthermore, mean (median) WRs for the Nordic, Finland, and All portfolios have 
been respectively 0.79 (0.79), 0.74 (0.74), and 0.88 (0.89) at the 1% level of significance. 
Thus, the null hypothesis can be safely rejected, as it is quite clear that both the means 
and medians differ from 1.00.  
 
In addition, as can be seen from Table 10, both mean (-0.91) and median (-0.91) WRs are 
remarkably higher for the Europe portfolio. However, the mean and median WRs of all 
portfolios are quite far away from 1.00. Hence, the results of the present study demon-




Table 10  also shows that the difference in means (medians) between Europe and Nordic, 
Europe and Finland, and Nordic and Finland portfolios are 0.13 (0.12), 0.17 (0.19), and 
0.05 (0.07), respectively. Therefore, the statistical data seems to suggest that the mean 
and median WRs of the Europe portfolio are different from those of other SIP portfolios 
whose underlying assets are tracking stocks from Finland and Nordic countries. Further-
more, because of the mathematical difference between the Europe portfolio and the 
comparable portfolio is positive in both cases, the data seems to indicate that the Europe 
portfolio performs economically better than the Nordic and Finland portfolios in the 
whole sample. That is to say, the positive difference in the WRs between the portfolios 
indicates that the Europe portfolio may have higher returns. 
 
Moreover, differences in both mean and median WRs between Europe and Nordic, as 
well as the Europe and Finland portfolios, have been statistically highly significant at a 1% 
level. This significance indicates a shred of strong evidence that the Europe portfolio per-
forms significantly better than other product portfolios when compared to the equity 
market index. The difference in mean and median WRs between the Nordic and Finland 
portfolios have been statistically significant at a 5% level, which suggests that the AR 
performance of the Nordic portfolio has been better than that of the Finland portfolio.  
 
Finally, taking into account the statistical data, we can surmise that the performance of 
SIPs has been undoubtedly weak, with all mean and median WRs being significantly un-
der 1.00. This finding suggests that passive index investing may outperform the SIPs in 
this sample. Regarding the performance differences between Europe, Nordic, and Fin-
land portfolios, it can be seen from Table 10 that all the portfolios statistically signifi-
cantly underperform the market index. 
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8 Conclusions 
The question, whether the returns on passive index investments differ from the returns 
on capital-protected SIPs has been preoccupying the financial experts for some time. 
This thesis examines SIPs and their ability to provide long-run returns for investors by 
utilizing statistical market-adjusted methods. The research sample includes data cover-
ing 39 SIPs issued and expired in Finland between the years 2010 and 2019. These prod-
ucts are further classified into Europe, Nordic, Finland, and All portfolios. 
  
SIP is, by definition, a combination of two or more financial instruments whose return is 
determined in the basis of a performance of the underlying asset (Das, 2005; Järvinen & 
Parviainen, 2014; Yen & Lai, 2014; Jessen & Jørgensen, 2012.) The thesis has compre-
hensively explored the theory of bond-style capital-protected investments and at-
tempted to answer the question of whether to invest in these five-year SIPs or not. How-
ever, this dilemma is not as clear to explain as one might think.  
 
The analysis is motivated by the fact that despite the decades-long existence of SIPs, the 
performance of these products has not been studied widely up to date. This thesis aims 
to fill in an area of knowledge by examining something that has not been extensively 
studied. This study seeks to provide new information about the Finnish markets of SIPs. 
The thesis is also motivated by the author's own desire to understand the complexity of 
SIPs and by the prior literature, which indicates that the SIPs are underperforming the 
market index in the long run. 
 
The implications of this research are manifold. Firstly, performance results are critical 
because they show that SIPs—in the research sample—are undeniably weak five-year 
investments, with mean and median ARs (WRs) for all portfolios being significantly under 
zero (1.00). This finding is consistent with Entrop's et al. (2014) contention that the per-
formance of SIPs is weaker than in the market as a whole. 
 
Secondly, it is important to understand that the performance of fully capital-protected 
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products varies remarkably over time. Due to their capital-protecting properties, these 
products can be reasonably good investment choices, for example, in the situation of 
crisis. In contrast, the empirical part of this study shows that as the market rises, fully 
capital-protected products tend to have considerably lower returns. This is also in line 
with other studies comparing SIPs to market returns.  
 
Thirdly, SIPs allow investors to invest in underlying assets that may otherwise be too ex-
pensive or even impossible to reach (Das, 2005). According to Järvinen & Parviainen 
(2014), SIPs may often be the first investment instrument for a retail investor to enter 
into the new markets. Furthermore, SIPs are designed to provide investors with access 
to complex option and futures positions without the need to enter those markets directly. 
Due to high fee and transaction costs, direct participation in the options and futures 
markets may be disadvantageous or even impossible for most investors. For this reason, 
SIPs can generally be said to provide a useful extension to the private investor's capital 
market. This extension may also create diversification benefits and limit exposure to risks. 
 
Fourthly, due to the unique characteristics, SIPs can meet the diverse needs of different 
types of investors as they can build a myriad of different return and risk profiles. SIPs are 
created with—inter alia—different maturities, underlying assets, and risk profiles (Jä-
rvinen & Parviainen, 2014, p. 29). Studies also show that investors with mental account-
ing bias can use SIPs to improve the allocation of their portfolios. By combining this bias 
with the prospect theory framework, an investor can be said to define returns on invest-
ment on the basis of a reference price, which is separately set for each mental account 
according to the mental accounting bias.  
 
From a perspective of capital-protected investments, an investor's investment portfolio 
may consist of smaller mental accounts associated with different objectives. Through 
these objectives or goals, mental accounts are optimized separately by looking for ap-
propriate allocations and investments for the goals that individually maximize the ex-
pected return for each mental account. With the main goal being, for example, 
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maintaining capital for retirement, a truly optimal portfolio for a risk-averse investor may 
consist of time deposits and capital-protected products. The fully capital-protected SIPs 
with theoretically unlimited return potential and effectively limited risk may simultane-
ously constitute an attractive and—according to the prospect theory framework—an op-
timal investment option.  
 
Based on the prospect theory and other investor heuristics, it can be stated that the 
majority of retail investors making savings and investments belong to the group of peo-
ple who experience investment losses and gains asymmetrically in their utility function. 
For such a risk-averse investment profile, where the utility function is nonlinear, a capi-
tal-protected product may be optimal. Capital-protecting investors who protect their in-
vested principal amounts are less likely to beat index investors when underlying market 
developments are positive. However, a greater amount of satisfaction may be gained 
from capital-protected investing as it quite effectively limits the risks and creates virtually 
limitless return potential. 
 
It is now clear that the utility gain can be sizable and that there are possible rational 
explanations for the investor demand for SIPs. Let us now turn our attention to the more 
detailed conclusion of the empirical results of this study. In contrast to the return per-
formance of passive index investing, the empirical results of this study show that capital-
protected SIPs perform statistically significantly poorly. The findings of the empirical part 
of the thesis demonstrate that capital-protected SIPs, issued in Finland, are statistically 
significantly overpriced with a mean (median) five-year HPRs of 0.22 (0.21).  
 
Taking into account the statistical data, we can surmise that capital-protected products 
with underlying assets tracking European, Nordic, and Finnish stocks are economically 
and statistically unable to generate positive ARs. Hence, the difference between the HPR 
on SIP and the HPR on a market portfolio is, on average, highly significantly below zero. 
This negative difference suggests the underperformance of SIPs when compared to the 
market portfolio.  
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Moreover, the statistics show that both mean and median WRs of capital-protected 
products whose price is depending on European, Nordic, and Finnish stocks are signifi-
cantly under 1.00. Thus, the empirical results demonstrate that capital-protected SIPs 
are unable to outperform passive index investing. The research results of the study fur-
ther demonstrate that the Europe portfolio of SIPs is outperforming the Nordic and Fin-
land portfolios. Furthermore, the Europe portfolio has significantly higher ARs in the five-
year period. However, this abnormal outperformance can be partly explained by the rel-
atively lower HPRs of the Euro Stoxx 50 TRI (see subchapter 7.1.). 
 
Differences in both ARs and WRs between Europe and Nordic, Europe and Finland, and 
Nordic and Finland portfolios are positive. This finding suggests that the portfolio with 
SIPs whose underlying asset tracks the European stocks performs better than the Nordic 
and Finland portfolios. The difference in mean (median) ARs between Nordic and Finland 
portfolios are positive and significant at 5% (10%) level. This statistically significant dif-
ference indicates quite strong evidence of higher ARs on the Nordic portfolio compared 
to the Finland portfolio.  
 
Similarly, the positive difference in WRs between the portfolios indicates that the Europe 
portfolio may have higher returns than other SIP portfolios when compared to the mar-
ket portfolio. Also, the difference in mean and median WRs between Nordic and Finland 
portfolios have been statistically significant at a 5% level, which suggests that the AR 
return performance of the Nordic portfolio has been better than that of the Finland port-
folio. 
 
Overall, the empirical research results reported in the thesis indicate that the Europe 
portfolio provides significantly higher long-run returns than Nordic and Finland portfo-
lios in the five-year period. Despite this fact, research findings suggest that SIPs are gen-
erally weak 5-year investments. These findings are consistent with Grünbichler's and 
Wohlwend's (2005), Stoimenov's and Wilkens's (2005), Das's and Statman's (2013), and 
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Abreu's and Mendes's (2018) contention that SIPs are poor long-run investments. More-
over, although the performance of SIPs in the Europe portfolio is moderately poor, the 
underperformance—measured in ARs and WRs—in the whole sample is mostly attribut-
able to SIPs in the Nordic and Finland portfolios. 
 
Finally, taking into account the statistical data, it can be surmised that the performance 
of SIPs has been undoubtedly weak, with all mean and median ARs being negative. This 
same weakness is also reflected in the WRs that have been significantly under 1.00. Thus, 
SIPs tracking the European, Nordic, or Finnish stocks appear to underperform when com-
pared to the market index. This finding suggests that returns on passive index investing 
may outperform the returns on fully capital-protected SIPs. This result is consistent with 
the previous literature, which states SIPs tend to be overpriced and favored by the issuer 
(Wohlwend, Burth & Kraus, 2001; Wohlwend & Grünbichler, 2003; Grünbichler & Wohl-
wend, 2005; Stoimenov & Wilkens, 2005; Szymanowska, Horst & Veld, 2009; Das & Stat-
man 2013; and Abreu & Mendes, 2018). 
 
One of the main differences between index investing and investing in fully capital-pro-
tected SIPs is that the latter protects the capital investments of investors. It is true that 
the utility gain can be sizable and that there are some rational explanations for the in-
vestor demand for SIPs, yet the fact remains that—according to purely performance 
measures—the cost of complexity and capital-protection usually outweighs the benefits.  
 
Based on the topic of this thesis, further research could be related to the sum of the 
costs of issuing SIPs, such as hedging costs and the cost of issuing ZCBs. The subject is 
very interesting because if the sum of these costs is lower than the prices of SIPs, it could 
be possible for the issuer to actually use SIPs to raise cheaper capital. For example, the 
number of SIPs offered by Lehman Brothers increased drastically in connection with the 
increase in the credit risk of that bank in 2007–2008. Behavior such as this could poten-
tially lead to the conclusion that the complexity of products and the resulting lack of 
understanding on the part of investors can have a tremendous impact on the market.  
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Another perspective of the same topic could be that the high premiums are explained 
by the total issuing costs incurred by the issuer. In addition to the above, costs are also 
arising from providing a liquid market for the SIPs. This is typically the responsibility of 
the issuer. Because of these costs reasons, the issuer's profitability cannot be adequately 
assessed without additional information on hedging costs and other bank-specific costs 
associated with issuing SIPs. However, obtaining such information is challenging since all 
the cost information is hardly available to the public as it is often not in the interest of 
the bank to disclose such data. 
 
As previously noted in the study, one possible flaw in the market-adjusted methodology 
is that the return time periods of individual SIPs may overlap. Thus, the assumption of 
independence in the mean and median tests may not hold accordingly. This flaw may 
cause distortions in statistical significance. However, if one would be able to gather an 
acceptable amount of price data, the calendar-time methodology could be utilized. This 
risk-adjusted methodology could control for the problems of cross-correlation and event-
clustering in SIPs returns as it uses rolling time portfolios. Once all SIPs are classified as 
indicated by the calendar-time methodology, time-series regressions could be run sepa-
rately for equally-weighted monthly portfolios starting with the basic one-factor CAPM. 
For example, portfolios could be built in the same manner as Europe, Nordic, Finland, 
and All portfolios in this study. 
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